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Proposal links aid cut to peace pact
WASHINGTON (AP)-A letter by
presidential envoy Philip Habib, declaring the Reagen administration
would end aid for the contra rebels
when Nicaragua signs a proposed peace
agreement, is being seen as a potential
breakthrough for ending the conflict in
Central America.
Rep. Jim Slattery, D-Kan., an opponent of contra aid and a recipient ot the
letter, said yesterday, "I think it cre-

ates a historic opportunity for us to end
the contra war.
Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, also a foe of
contra aid, called the letter "a very
profound basis for reconciliation."
In the letter dated April 11, Habib
said the United States interprets existing draft proposals by the so-called
Contadora nations "as requiring a ces-

sation of support to irregular forces."
He said the United States would "support and abide" bv implementation of
an agreement fulfilling the objectives of
the Contadora peace effort if Nicaragua
does likewise.
The Contadora objectives include
specific steps to eliminate the military
threat by Nicaragua to its neighbors
and also new elections and the restoration of democratic institutions, includ-

Aid bill
debated
byCISG

ing a free press, inside Nicaragua.
SLATTERY SAID yesterday that the
letter "makes very clear that if Nicaragua signs.. .then U.S. aid to the contras
would terminate."
Nobody is certain whether Reagan
would agree. The president Wednesday
restated a strong commitment to the
contras.
In his letter, Habib said he was only

Notes to tan by
(Below) About 1500 people
enjoy the sunshine and listen
to music from the Dan
Peek Band in the Carrillon
Park. (Left) On the steps
of the Education Building,
Dan Peek, sings along with
guitarist Keith Compton
right) during the UAO-sponsored concert yesterday afternoon.

by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Members of the Undergraduate Student Government are
debating a resolution supporting
an act which may protect student financial aid against cuts
imposed by the GrammRudman budget-balancing law.
The USG resolution states that
passing the Higher Education
Reauthorization Act would be "a
means of ensuring and maintaining adequate funding for
federal financial aid," and
would protect against GrammRudman Hollings, "which has
the potential of eliminating
$1,186,000 students from studentaid rolls."
The resolution was drafted by
president-elect Kelly McCoy and
introduced during the April 7
USG meeting and tabled for the
third time on Monday.
Dean Berish, USG representative opposed to the resolution,
said "the act is so in-depth and
so complicated ... I think it's a
bit risky to support an act we
don't understand and I think
that was brought out at the

LIMAS SAID about 618 University students will be cut from
the Pell Grant because of
Gramm-Rudman's proposed
D See USG, page S.

The Contadora nations are pushing
for a signing of a draft peace agreement
of the five Central American countries,
including Nicaragua, on June 6. That
probably would occur before the House
votes again on Reagan's request for
$100 million in contra aid.

GSS criticizes list
of local housing
by Dave Harding
chief copy editor

The cabinet of Graduate Student Senate has unanimously
criticized a graduate student
housing list submitted by the
Off-Campus Housing Office.
The cabinet objected because
several of the housing units on
the list were geared more to
undergraduate students than
graduate students.
David Anderson, president of
the GSS, said a preferred housing list should consider the specific needs of graduate students.
"Graduate students need
housing that is quiet and private," Anderson said. "Grad
students could be doing work at
home potentially 24 hours a day,
and, like was said in The Breakfast Club, they don't need a
heavy metal barf party going on
next door. That's not graduate
student housing."
Anderson said he was concerned incoming graduate students would find that the list
would mislead them.
"Incoming graduate students
have no one to check this list
with, so if housing is misrepresented then students are not
helped," Anderson said.

Tonia Stewart, director of offcampus housing, said the criteria used in establishing the housing list was that landlords sign
an agreement with the off-camEus housing office promising not
> discriminate and to attend the
University housing fair.
Stewart said her office was not
allowed to inspect rental properties, so rating the quality of a
complex could not be a factor in
developing the list.
ANDERSON SAID a preferred housing list rating landlords should also be developed.
"There should be some fair
and accurate system of rating
landlords so students will know
who the good and bad landlords
are." Anderson said.
Jim Davidson, assistant professor in EDFI and First Ward
councilman, said a preferred
housing list for graduate students is a vital need but said any
list of this sort has been opposed
by community landlords.
"Landlords have done anything they can to squelch a preferred housing list," Davidson
said.
Davidson said a preferred
housing list would eventually
D See Housing, page 3

Lions, tigers and
bears - oh my!

said the resolution is
coming too soon because hearings concerning the constitutionality of Gramm-Rudman began
on Wednesday, thus the bill is
not yet fully approved.
"It seems the resolution is
asking for funds before funds get
cut," he saidMcCoy disagrees.
"I think it's something we
(USG) should support because it
will give us, as students, leverage in lobbying for student aid,"
she said.
LIMAS FORTE, assistant director of financial aid and student employment, said the
resolution could have an impact
if all universities would lobby
for it.
McCoy said she was willing to
work with those who opposed the
resolution In order to draft a
document that would enable her
to contact legislators.
"I can't take action without
the consent of the General Assembly," she said.
The act passed 360-59 in the
House of Representatives and Is
now in the Senate, McCoy said.
It will come up for full voting in
May.
State Representative Delbert
Latta, R-Bowilng Green, voted
against the act because he believed it would result in too great
a cut-one billion dollarsfrom the amount of aid available
the previous year, said a staff
member in his Washington office.
McCoy said she was not sure
where the one billion dollars in
cuts would be made.
"There are parts of the act
that need to be amended. But we
need a higher education act in
statute to set ceilings because
that is all we have to combat
Gramm-Rudman Hollings," she
said.

restating existing policy. A State Department official said yesterday that
the U.S. position wasn't new.

by Melissa McGilllvray
staff reporter

After a long day at Springfest, some students may start seeing
elephants before their eyes. This is no reason for an eye exam or a
breathalizer test.
The creatures probably belong to the Royal Hanneford Circus,
which is performing this Sunday in Anderson Arena.
The 33u-year-old circus will visit the campus because of a positive
response last year, said Kevin Cleary, director of athletic promotions.
"It's a good type of family and community event to bring here to
campus, Cleary said. "It's a lot of fun for people of all ages and that
includes college kids."
The Hanneford Circus is the second largest in the world, next to
Ringling Brothers/Barnum and Bailey, Cleary said.
The troupe's claim to fame is its animal acts, he said.
"Their trick riding is supposedly the best in the world," Geary
said. That's how they started out.'

BG News/Jacqule Pearson

THEIR START was in 1621, when Michael Hanneford began the
first show of its kind in England. Hanneford displayed horsemanship
by dancing and leaping on the bare back of a galloping horse.
The Hanneford family has continued and expanded the tradition,
performing in movies, TV shows and circuses around the world.
The Hanneford Circus was also the first to incorporate the ring,
horse and clown in one circus.
Sunday's circus will bring not only horses and elephants to
Anderson Arena, but also a lion taming act, he said.
A prelude to Sunday's event will be at Springfest, where students
can meet the largest animal stars of the circus - the elephants,
Cleary said.
"At Springfest, we're doing elephant rides," Cleary said. "Ifa
mostly for the (younger) kids, but anyone can participate."
D See Circus, page 5.

Roller found guilty of disorderly conduct
A University professor yesterday was found guilty of a reduced charge of disorderly
conduct after a charge of Importuning was Dismissed in Bowling
Green Municipal Court.
David Roller, history professor, pleaded no contest to disor-

derly conduct after the
importuning charge was dismissed and a indecent exposure
charge was reduced at the request of the prosecution.

He was arrested in August
during an Investigation of importuning and indecent exposure In the University Hall
men's restroom.

Roller was fined the maximum $100 plus court costs for
the minor misdemeanor.

Eleven men were arrested
during the Initial Investigation.
Roller's case, delayed several

times during the last seven
months, marks the end of those
cases.
Bowling Green Municipal
Judge James Bachman was removed from the case in December by Wood County Common
Pleas Judge Donald DeCessna
at the request of the defense

attorney. The defense said
Bachman was biased in the
case.
The case was delayed until
Ohio Supreme Court Chief Justice Anthony Celebrezze appointed Judge Dave Albanese,
from Hamilton County, to preside over the case.

Editorial
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Ballgames, Inc.
Last week, the Columbus Dispatch reported that
the Big Ten Conference was considering a vote
to make the conference the first ever to become a
corporation.
The action has been under consideration for
about two years, but recent National Collegiate
Athletic Association inquiries on drug and recruiting scandals have sped up the process.
The move will be a precedent that other conferences will soon follow, and with good reason.
Sources favor the move for '^undisclosed legal
reasons," but they are fairly obvious. Becoming a
corporation would benefit the conference's teams,
players and coaches in many ways.
As a corporation, the Board of Ten, consisting of
the presidents of the Big Ten universities, would
have more control. This would provide equity in
academic standards throughout the conference,
something for which the Big Ten has come under
fire recently.
With the university presidents in control, Big Ten
K'licy would take into consideration more than just
e well-being of athletics. Each president could
look out for the best interests of his university as a
whole.
Being a corporation would also take the pressure
of recruiting violations off individual schools and
coaches and allow the conference as a whole to
absorb the pressure.
This does not mean schools will be able to break
recruiting rules at will, but it will give more legal
protection to the individual schools and coaches.
The conference can then handle the recruiting
problems internally.
The conference will not be able to make the
transition without some friction, however. Some
will undoubtedly complain that college athletics
are becoming big business. But, in reality, the
move is simply a logical one that will protect the
conference and its members.
While the Big Ten will have endure the criticism
of some, the move will solidify the conference in the
long run and set a standard for other conferences to
follow.

Band supports Hayes
by Chris "Frankle" Walen
"Get off the tied note!" Sound
familiar? If not, then you are
one of the unfortunate people
who hasn't had the opportunity
to work with or play in any of the
groups directed by Glenn Hayes,
assistant professor of musical
arts, who is leaving at the end of
this semester.
Before coming to the University in August 1982, Hayes was a
teaching assistant at Northwestern University, where he was
working on his Ph.D. in music.
Hayes teaches marching band
techniques and a music education class for undergraduates,
coordinates all student teachers
of music, co-directs the Falcon
Marching Band, conducts the
Concert Band and the University Band, and advises the student chapter of the Ohio State
Music Educators Association.
In just four years, his groups
have given about 45 performances. That's quite a bit of
preparation, not to mention the
preparation that goes into his
other obligations.
Though Hayes is a very busy
erson, he still takes time to get
know the people he works
with, whether they be students,
visitors or faculty members. He
relates to people well, and genuinely cares about them. He's
very friendly toward his students and understands their
needs, yet also encourages them
to live up to their fullest potential. As he would say, "All I ask
Is that you do your best."
Music students expressed regret that Hayes would not be
returning next year. Some responses were:

Denise Garland:"I was definitely saddened by the fact that
he's leaving. He has a very
special way that he is able to
convey his enthusiasm and love
of music."
Kevin Yost: "I thought the
University was making a big
mistake. Why get rid of someone
who does such a fine job? He's
knowledgeable of the subject
and can relate to people well."
Rich Dnbler: "I was surprised. He has improved the
marching band sound by adding
full instrumentation in the percussion section, and by replacing the altoniums with
mellophones. Also, he is a great
motivator."
Diana Wlghtman: "I was frustrated to see the students lose
somebody with such enthusiasm
toward his work, and the ability
to generate that enthusiasm in
return from his students. He has
a very warm concern and sincere respect for his students,
and he's given so much of his
time and talent to the band program. He will be missed."
Linda Jones: "I couldn't believe it. I can never give him
back everything he has given
me. I've worked with him in
OSMEA, and he helped me grow
as a musician, educator, and a
responsible person through his
encouragement and support."
Hayes will finish rewriting his
dissertation to get his Ph.D. in
music from Northwestern, and
at this point is uncertain about
what he will do afterwards.
One of his groups, the University Band, will perform a concert tonight at 8 p.m. in
KobackerHall.
Walen is a Junior music education major from Sylvania.
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Starting the war against terrorism
by Kurt J. Harden
A little over 100 years ago,
President Grover Cleveland addressed Congress: "The nation
that cannot resist aggression is
constantly exposed to it. Its foreign policy is of necessity weak
and its negotiations are conducted with disadvantage because it is not in condition to
enforce the terms dictated by its
sense of right and justice." In a
like-minded manner, President
Reagan followed through on a
decision to defend this country.
Col. Moammar Khadafy has,
for the past 16 years, proceeded
to undermine, terrorize and
threaten countries in Africa,
Europe, Asia and America. By
supporting, training and housing
a number of large terrorist organizations, Khadafy acts as the
conductor for these various
forms of hideous energy.
Libya possesses a vast oil income, even with the recent oil
glut, which it is able to disperse
to terrorist organizations and
revolutionary causes against
Israel, the United States and the
West as a whole.
Khadafy's expenditures are
often effective, as is evidenced
in Berlin, Italy and a score of
other locations targeted successfully in recent terrorist activitives.
Granted, Syria and Iran are
also major sources of state-supported terrorism, the latter dis6laying the most extensive
irror network. Yet Khadafy
seems to be the best starting
point for any "war on terrorism." Khadafy has many enemies in the Arab and African
world who would probably welcome his downfall. Recently,
Libya's neighbor to the south,
Chad, joined the handful of nations in the world supporting
President Reagan's decision to
strike Libya.

with terrorism is over.
As Karen House, foreign editor of The Wall Street Journal
put it, the problem is much
deeper, embedded in radical
Islamic doctrine: "The goal of
radical Islam is to drive all
Westerners and Western influence from the region - including
pro-Western Moslem rulers."
Within the Middle East lies a
very complicated combination
of volatile forces. Iran and Libya have different reasons for
wanting to terrorize the West, as
does Syria. Yet the fact remains, they all want to terrorize
the West. The United States
faces a tremendous foe in Middle East terrorism.
Faced with such opposition,
does one resign oneself to terror? Does one accept the terms
of such terrorsts, which include
the abolition of the Israeli state
and the "dewestemization" of

the Middle East? And does one
accept the acts of terror as legitimate means toward negotiation
or acquiescence? Of course not.
If we can haul any solid lesson
out of history it is that appeasement and acceptance of aggression leads to more aggression,
not the settlement of problems.
The United States has merely
spearheaded what ought to be
the West's battle - and not necessarily or solely a military battle. Rather this battle should
combine economic and political
sanctions with commercial cooperation against terrorism and
those who support it. Military
action, however, cannot be ruled
out. Libya and its like have been
conducting a war against the
West, albeit a low-level war.
Incidents of terrorist activity
are not separate occurences but
part of an ongoing war with the
west. Our recognition of this
fact is the first step toward
dealing with the problem.

The United States' strike
against Libya serves as a symbol of this country's resolve to
face terrorism. It will not put an
end to terrorism. Hopefully,
with time, our allies throughout
the world will shed their Neville
Chamberlain costumes and recognize the problem as one to be
dealt with in unison. (Europe's
refusal to impose concerted economic sanctions seems to indicate that they have not yet
recognized the need.) Until that
time, the United States' course
should remain steady. Pressure
upon our allies to join economic
and political sanctions should
accompany a refusal to accept
terror imposed upon our citizens.
Only with this consistent policy can any ground be gained
against terrorism and its sponHarden is a senior IPCO major from Newark.

secRerARie* weeK

Bosses WAR

An examination of the larger
picture of terrorism is somewhat dimmer. Terrorism is
surely not going to go away with
Khadafy. Indeed, if recent
events are any indicator, things
will get hotter before the war
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Letters
Drinking law illogical

I could only describe my reaction to the
recent news of the federal govenment's
pursuit to raise the current drinking age to
21 years of age as a feeling of amazement.
I found it unbelievable that anybody could
actually feel that this is a solution to solve
the problem of irresponsible drinkers in
today's society.
Granted, statistics do show that most
alcohol-related accidents involve people between the ages of 19 and 21 years of age, and
raising the drinking age would decrease the
number of irresponsible drinkers to some
degree. But a restriction such as the one
proposed would penalize everybody between
the age of 19 through 21 years of age and not
just the irresponsible individuals. If the
government would instead make the current
penalties for alcohol-related offenses more
stict, it would more effectively decrease the
number of irresponsible drinkers of not just
the young age group, but of all age groups.
Some endorsers of the movement to a
higher drinking age see it also as a opportunity to make it harder for underage teenagers to find someone to purchase alcohol
for them.
Once again, stricter legislation towards
the individuals who commit these crimes
would be more effective and more fair than

Respond

penalizing a whole age group.
If the drinking age is raised to 21 years of
age. the possibility arises that a person
could be drafted at age 19 and protect his
country for two full years (possibly three, if
drafted at the age of 18) before he or she
would be legally held responsible enough to
partake of alcoholic beverages. A situation
such as this poses the question should the
draft age be raised to 21 years of age also?
Not only is the legislative movement to a
higher drinking age insulting the younger
Americans' ability to handle responsibility,
but such a law will cause economic problems. The majority of the people who consume alcoholic beverages and especially
attend bars are between the ages of 19 and 25
years of age. The proposed restriction will
disallow one-third of the market and thus
cause economic problems for the alcoholrelated industry. A decrease in revenue will
cause a decrease in employment and a
increase in unemployment is not what the
ecomony needs.
A serious problem, such as the problem of
irresponsible drinkers in today's society,
needs to be effectively dealt with by way of
logically thought-out legislation. An idealistic method like the movement to a higher
drinking age might look like a step in the
right direction, but unfortunately it will only

Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300
words in length and should be
typewritten, double spaced,
and signed. Address or OCMB
number, and telephone number, must be included, although telephone numbers
will not be published.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spacea. University students writing columns
must provide class rank, major, and hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material
that is offensive, malicious or
libelous. All submissions-are
subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial editor
The BG News
214 West Hall

Brian Walls
335 Chapman

Mankind victim of self

Is mankind number one?
It is said that mankind is the most intelligent and superior species on the earth, but is
man the highest form of life when lie is a
victim and murderer of his own self?
Mankind has been known to build himself
up and tear himself down. He has built guns,
bombs and other violent death machines to
kill himself. However, mankind says there
will be peace; the use of the death machines
are just in case a war were to break out.
That "just in case" could cost man his
existence.
Mankind can truly be number one if be
learns to respect himself, others and the
planet he lives on.
Upon consideration, it is urged that people
take an active role in deterring the arms
race. Take part in the race to save mankind.
Write the president or your congressman a
letter of your concern against the arms
race. You can make a difference.
Terri Patrick
603 Off enhaner West
Maura Tinter
458 MacDonald West

by Berke Breathed
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Noted author lectures
by Valerie Lonero
sJaff reporter

Freedom, spirit and revolution may all be familiar words
which resemble the writings of
one famous author.
Kay Boyle, 84 years young,
presented her lecture, "Writers
ui Metaphysical Revolt," as
part of the Hollis A. Moore President's Lecture.
Boyle also received an honorary doctoral degree of humane
letters from President Paul
Olscamp last night.
Hie lecture highlighted the
past, present and future predicament of writers.
"In the 1920s, we wrote opinionated, fiery pamphlets and
would pass them out to people on
the streets of Paris," Boyle said.

Housing
D Continued from page 1.
work in the favor of landlords.
He said an apartment complex
having a good rating would attract graduate students who are
more reliable and less destructive than undergraduates.
Davidson said the reason land-

"For the writer, there are
endless disruptions of truth
which have brought us to our
destruction... it's not the way
the world is supposed to be," she
said. "It's important for the
writer not to separate themselves from the times and be
able to express their thoughts
openly on printed paper."
Boyle believes that writers
must teach, write and produce
without fear.
"The writers of metaphysical
revolt cry out against a dying
heart, but speak out with a living
heart," she said. "But there is a
communication problem between the generations."
"We need a language which
will communicate to the fearful
and the unafraid... the young
and the old - a language which

will connect all the generations," she said.
Boyle said she has great concern for writers of the future
because they have nowhere to
turn except to personal intuitions and judgments.
Boyle is a snort story writer,
poet, magazine correspondent
and essayist. She has written
more than 30 books and has had
short stories and novelettes published in 77K New Yorker, Saturday Evening Post and
Mademoiselle.
Boyle has received two
O'Henry Awards for the best
short story of the year, two
Guggenheim Fellowships and
grants from the Before Columbus Foundation for a "A Lifetime of Work" and the national
Endowment for the Arts.

lords have rejected the idea of a
list is a fear that they will lose
money.
HE SAID many landlords do
not rent by units but rent by the
number of people they can get
Into the unit.
"Many graduate students
don't want to accept over-

crowded houses, so landlords
who have to rent by space instead of head will see themselves as not making a profit,"
Davidson said.
Ruth Anne, landlord of University Courts and Village, said
a preferred housing list would be
unfair to landlords.

Clinic honors volunteers
by Michelle Fisher
reporter

Although the efforts of volunteers often go unnoticed,
Planned Parenthood, 920
North Main St.. is out to reverse the trend by thanking
its volunteers with a luncheon
today.
Planned Parenthood volunteers will be honored as part
of the celebration for National Volunteers Week.
The three-year-old clinic
depends on volunteers who
dedicate their time to help
make patients more relaxed
in what can be a stressful
situation.
"Some people are really
edgy and nervous and I try to
make them feel better by
being friendly and helpful and
letting them know we care,"
said Patti Skinner, volunteer
and junior magazine journalism major.
Jill Maddox-Hanna, volun-

H

Meadowview Courts
Apartments

K

■

One bdrm. furnished

$225.00

$270.00

Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric

All utilities paid

Two bedroom furnished

SHE SAID her continued
personal interest led her to
the main branch of Planned
Parenthood in Toledo to train
for her current position. Her
duties include supervising
and training volunteers as
receptionists, doctors' assistants and for general clerical
work.
Skinner began volunteering
at Planned Parenthood as a
course requirement for a
Women's Studies class and
ended up enjoying it so much
that she stayed on.
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Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year

Furnished efficiency

Virginia Young, acting program director, said volunteers compose the majority of
the staff.
"Volunteers make up all
but two members of the staff,
filling in the spots that can be
filled with non-medical personnel," she said.
The non-profit organization
receives funding by state and
federal government, patient
fees and private donations. A
sliding scale fee based on
annual income and dependents determines the amount
of the fee, Young said.
Over 2.000 patients, about
half of which are college students, have taken advantage
of the general health services
as well as free pregnancy
tests and counseling, she
□ See Volunnteen, page 5.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Hawaiian Cruise
1986

"Everytime I'm there I
learn about different health
issues and about people. It's
neat to think you're helping
people who need it," Skinner

teer coordinator at Planned
Parenthood, said volunteers
play a vital role.
"We would literally have to
close our doors without
them," she said. "Our volunteers are beautiful people and
we want to honor them with
special recognition."
Maddox, doctoral candidate and teaching fellow in
sociology, started at Plannned Parenthood as a volunteer in the fall of 1964.

$270.00

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00

plus gas & electric

plus gas 8 electric
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CSC

Classified Staff Council

352-1195

Vote for the
Candidates
of your choice
on May 8th

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AREA CANDIDATES:
Nancy Myers
Waltraud Vogel
Mary Shurts
Joyce Hyslop
Annette Ecker
Patricia Wise
Annette Rideout
Mary Hennings
Marianne Kolbe
Judy Hagemann
Donna Beam

Napoleon Rd.
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ROYAL HANNEFORD

CIRCUS
•••THIS SUIDJ.Y*"
1:30 & 6:00 p.m.
ANDERSON ARENA

PLANNING & BUDGETING AREA CANDIDATES:
H. Chris Esparza
Dave Mears
PART-TIME EMPLOYEE AREA CANDIDATES:
Janet Wilhelm
Mary Tebbe
PRESIDENTS OFFICE & INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
AREA CANDIDATES:
No Candidates running
STUDENT AFFAIRS AREA CANDIDATES:
Jodi Laubis
Clyde Milligan
Linda Eynon
FIRELANDS AREA CANDIDATES:
Kerry Taylor
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AREA CANDIDATES:
Gloria Sponslor
Chris Sexton
OPERATIONS AREA CANDIDATES:
Larry Holland
-Management Support area:
-Personnel Support area:
Mary Holley
Charolette Starnes
-Public Safety area:
-Auxiliary Support area:
Margaret Houchins
Judy Lianos
Joel Burg
-Plant Operations & Maint. area:
Bonnie Lawrence
Lois Howe
James Beaupre
Shirley Baker
Jake Trevino
Dan Sturges
Bruce Rutter
Jack Rhoden
Dave Tracy
Carol Hummel
James Lein
(Note: Operations area employees will vote only la the sub-area in which they
are employed)
Voting area: Memorial Hall Lobby 7 a.m. till 6 p.m.
VALID UNIVERSITY ID REQUIRED

152-5475

■8<Ul*cU/i \x Pet4tU CHUp*

All residents have the priviledge of using The
Cherrywood Health Spa located at ff* and High St.

Come Sail Away with a Sig Ep

only SI 75
only $275
only $3.75
$1.75

TICKETS PURCHASED II A0VAHCE ARE DISCOUITEDH
Adults • S5.°°
IBSU Students ■ S3."
All Sports Piss Holders • S2.«
(SI.00 more n day ol show)
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
FRI • 9-5 P.M.
SAT - 9-5 P.M.

OR AT THE CIRCUS BOOTH AT SPRIIBFEST
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DON'T MISS THE CIRCUS BOOTH AT
SPRINGFEST!!
.CLOWNS - MAGICIANS - CIRCUS TICKETS
2-5 P.M. - ELEPHANT RIDES ($3.M)
5-7 P.M. - TUQ-OF-WAR
• Fraternities vs. Bull Elephant
• Sororities vs. Baby Elephant
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LaRouchian runs in 5th district race
NDPC and then saying he did have ties to
LaRouche.

by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

A Tiffin dairy farmer plans to run in the
May 6 primary on the Republican ticket for
the Fifth District congressional seat despite
criticism of his ties to Lyndon LaRouche.
Gerald Buchman has drawn criticism
from another Republican candidate, Mark
McGory of Sandusky, who says Buchman
"does not share the values of the Republican
party and should not be on the Republican

BUCHMAN SAID he never denied his
affiliation, and denied inconsistency in talkins to newspapers.
He said his voting record does not indicate
a strictly Democratic record or a radical
change in political philosophy.
"I've always voted for the man and the
issue," Buchman said. "I voted for (Jimmy)
Carter in 1976 and Republican in 1980 and
1984."

LaRouche's National Democratic Policy
Committee has attracted national attention
after two NDPC candidates won Democratic
primaries in top state office races in Illinois.
LaRouche, of Leesburg, Va., heads the
organization that many Americans believe
is radical.

Buchman said he agrees with all NDPC
policies. Debt moratoriums and low interest
rates for farmers are advocated by the
NDPC and Buchman said he supports these.
"We're living in a time that I see similar to
the time of FDR," he said.
Buchman said debt moratoriums and low
interest rates for farmers would not throw
the banking system into confusion as critics
claim.
"The banking system is going to destroy
itself if we don t do something anyway," he
said.
Buchman said he has never met LaRouche
since he became involved in the NDPC four

Dave Schiffer, campaign manager for
McGory, said Buchman switched from Democratic affiliation to the Republican party
after voting Democratic for many years in
his home Seneca County.
Schiffer said Buchman has shown inconsistency in talking to newspapers about his
candidacy by denying his affiliation with the

Beta signs violate
University policy

years ago by attending a meeting of the
group in Sydney, Ohio.
NDPC candidates ran for public office at
all levels in 1980. LaRouche ran in the 1984
presidential primary behind NDPC backing.

by Janet Pavasko

SCHIFFER SAD) the LaRouche organization could be considered far-right conservative, but some of their policies, especially
ecomomic, run along liberal lines.

reporter

Promotions sponsored by the Miller Brewing Company for
the 23rd Annual Beta 500 were in violation of a three-year-old
University policy concerning the sponsorship of events,
according to Julie Busch, assistant director of Small Group
Housing and Greek Life.
The policy was established by University Divisions and
Organizations.

Scott Elisar, assistant political director
for the Ohio Democratic Party, said 20
NDPC candidates are running for office at
various levels throughout the state.
The LaRouche group announced earlier
they had 175 candidates running in primaries in Ohio, Elisar said.

"This Wednesday our fraternity was notified that promotional signs located at our house and the Union Foyer were
displaying a negative attitude toward alcohol," said John
Hlivko, fraternity president and assistant chairman of the Beta
500. "The stipulation for alcohol misuse and abuse was based
on the fact that the Miller logo and slogan was larger than the
Beta 500 logo."
Hlivko, junior manufacturing technology major, said the
fraternity was notified by Busch that the promotional signs
were violating the University policy and had to be taken down.
"We can use the signs on the day of the race," Hlivko said.
Q See Beta, page 5.

"They (NDPC) used our name to get their
beliefs onto the Democratic ticket,'' Elisar
said.
Schiffer said LaRouche candidates are
trying to determine how sucessfully their
philosophies could attract voters.
"They're basically testing the waters," he
said. "Six to eight years from now you could
see a Republican and Democratic LaRouche
candidate running for the same office."
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STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
Break Hours Effective May 3 — June 8

109 N. Main, Bowling Grwn
Open Mon.. Tues. ( Wed. 10 a.m.-2 a.m.;
Thurt., Fri. * Sat. 10 a.m.-3 a.m.
Open Sunday 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

Sandwiches & Salads

fr— Del fifty Mourn

»

11 m.m.-2 p.m. A m p.m.
Ctotlng trorymtyl

FREE DELIVERY - PHONE 352-8391

SRC Hours: Noon-9 p.m.

je3£g§£

Andrews Pool: 1-8 p.m.

SUBWAY
SAVINGS

COUPON

I

I toy a FOOTLONG SUI and receive ■

Cooper Pool: closed

FWE 1 V. OI. MO Of CAIN'S CHIPS

<SLS

under 7: 1 -8 p.m.*

COUPON

(XPIMS3/31/M

-Buy 2 FOOnONO SUM and receive a

ImtiUTMionu

Dill. In.

Carryout or
MM<Y

II FRH 16 OI. SOFT DRINK
Not VOIKI with Oltwr Sp*ooli or DlKounti

Family Plan:

Dln

I Qs pop

'Andrews Pool only
rci

Rec Center will be closed Memorial Day — May 26

i

31

i

i

75c Off

€»^"^»^ejr%

Z£aiH9

any FOOIIONG

Any

IS
GS3

i

i

COUPON

i

i

i

^^

i

i

NO DELIVERY
Limit One pet Coupon
~"-r
E*pur\
I
I
I

i

Off

BEEF ■

D<nc In or Carryout Only
NO DELIVERY
limit One per Coupon

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

s

5

31

Not Valid with Other Specials
86
or Discounts

5

31
I

Not Valid with Othei Spotiols
86
or Discounts
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
COUPON

any FOOTLONG

ROAST

Regular

SNACK
S1.99

COUPON

Utiu' In or Carryout Only

Oinr In Or Co"youl Only
NO DELIVERY
Limit Omi per Coupon
Not Valid with Other Special*
if.
■><
86
O' Discounts

i

* '"■ Carryout or
Dollvory

Z Not Volkl wllh Othor Spoooh or Oiuounti

B.M.T.

age 7-17: noon-9 p.m.

SUBWAY
SAVINGS

COUPON

I iXPims S/31/W

$1 .00
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'

86 ",'•
_-V *»
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tPv.

NotVolid

DinTToTCo-yo.n'u'n'C
NO DELIVERY
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Limit One per Coupon

Discounts

835 High St. — Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone

352-9378

9:00-4:30

Monday — Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
Features
HAVEN HOUSE
2 bedroom — carpeted & furnished
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST.
Gat heat — gas cooking
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST.
(Landlord pays gas)
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN
Laundry areas in each building
6th S 7th
Residents pay only electric
707 SIXTH ST.
Lots ol closet space
818 SEVENTH ST.
1'/. bath
Special Features

Sft

§

All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spo Whirlpool

• Sun Lamps

• Shower Massage

• Indoor Heated Pool

• Melos Sauna

• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

HOWARD'S
210 n. main

I
I

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

HOT BLUES FROM CHICAGO

EDDIE SHAW
THE WOLF GANG

LATE NIGHT WEEKEND SPECIAL

Tonight and Saturday
NO COVER I
A Designated Driver Participant

Buy the slice or buy the pie.

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
2 Bedroom Apartments

Between 11 p.m.-3 a.m. buy
2 slices and get the

$500 for the Summer
E. Merry Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments

3" Slice FREE!*
Dining room open until 2a.m.,
Drive thru until 3 a.m.

Join Us for Happy Hours
Thursday and Friday, 5-9 p.m.
Free Delivery from 5 until close

1 Bedroom Apartments
$400 for the Summer

Efficiencies
$300 for the Summer
* Tennants pay utilities at $omm locations

Rocky x& Rococo
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
.

- , *\
<of "I"31

/**
or ,css

value)

352- 4600

Off

^^^ any FOOTLONG

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster St.
352-0717
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CISG
a Continued from page 1.
ear reductions. The ceiling for
eligibility for the grant was
dropped from $1,900 to $1,200 in
income.
"This means that's $850 they
will have to figure out for themselves. So that means more
loans and more debt." Forte
said.
Berish said students could get
funds from other places than the
federal government, such as the
private sector.
The Higher Educations Reauthorization Act resolution was in
conflict with a resolution concerning the federal deficit which
passed "overwhelmingly with
one abstention" within USG,
Berish said.
The resolution said USG supports Congress in its budget-cutting efforts, including those
affecting students at the University.
McCoy said she believed that
the resolution, passed March 10.
did not reflect the consensus of
students at the University, who
do not want to accept cuts in
their financial aid.
The Higher Education resolution is expected to be brought off
the table at the final USG meeting Monday.

Volunteers

□ Continued from page 3.
said. Planned Parenthood also
provides a referral service for
further counseling and treatment.
Hanna said she encourages
interested men or women to stop
in and become a part of the
volunteer program.
"Volunteers can work whenever it's good for them. We
appreciate the support from the
campus and can be very flexible.' she said. "We welcome
male volunteers as well as
women."

Program available for minorities
High school students offered biomedical research training

by Jared O. Wadlcy
stuff reporter

Minority high school students interested in biomedical
research will have an opportunity this summer to work
in science laboratories on campus.
Christopher Dunn, director of research services, said
this is the sixth year the University has been selected by
the National Institute of Health as a training center to
employ minority students.
"The main goal of the Jobs is to give minority youths
the opportunity to work in science labs on a day to day
basis, Dunn said.
He said there has been a shortage of minorities in
health-related careers. Not only will this program
attract minority students to science, it will also allow
them to learn more about it through practical experiences in the laboratory, he said.
Mark Stone, junior biology pre-med major, said the
research gives students a chance to see whether they
are interested in medicine or a health-related field.
Stone was in the program during the summmer of 1963.
Apprentice work will be done within the departments
of biological sciences, chemistry, psychology and the
College of Health and Human Services, he said.
"Each student will be assigned to a faculty supervisor

currently conducting studies in health-related research," Dunn said.

distribute the applications to likely candidates with good
academic standings."

STONE SAID he worked with Carol Heckman, associate professor in cell biology, when he was involved
with the program.
"She was very helpful and instrumental. She works
well with her students," he said.
Stone said one of the projects he did was videotaping
the motility of malignant cancer cells.

HE SAID 20-30 applicants are screened by the faculty
in the science departments.
"The program doesn't favor junior and senior (high
school) students, but they usually had the necessary
course work. Freshmen and sophomores are eligible to
apply," Dunn said.

"I videotaped the cells' movement and growth for a
week. I edited the tape into an hour film," he said.
Dunn said he seeks students from high schools within
a 50-mile radius of Bowling Green; however, anyone not
living in the immediate area can apply.
Applicants who have a good scholastic record and
have an interest and ability to work on biomedical
research are eligible, Dunn said.
"I send applications to 160 high schools in northwest
Ohio," Dunn said. "The counselors (at the high school)

Fifteen candidates are asked to come to the University for a day of personal interviews and laboratory
tours during the third week in May, Dunn said.
Students selected receive $1,260 for working 40 hours a
week from June 9 through Aug. 8, he said. On-campus
housing and food service is also provided for them at a
minimal cost.

Funding for the jobs is provided by the National
Institute of Health and the American Chemical Society.
ACS provides a partial fund for two positions available
for the aoolicants. Dunn said.
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Beta
D Continued from page 4.
"If we want to use the promotional signs before Saturday we
would have to cover up the
Miller logo and slogan."
GREGG DECRANE, assistant vice president of University
Student Activities and Orientation, said University organizations must maintain first billing
for sponsorship in all advertisingr for an event.
'In this case Beta Theta Pi
must be the predominant logo,
which it wasn't," he said. "We
don't want companies using student events for their own publicity and advertising."
DeCrane said the signs can be
used at the site of the event but
not for prior advertisments.

Good Luck to the 1986

COVER TO COVER
COAST TO COAST.

Sig Ep Beta Team
Tim Peterson
Ben Rowe
Mike Sieber Brendan Flaherty
John Graharti
Jon Cook
Driver — Dave McAdams
Coach — Bob Gulosh

If you've written a manuscript, or are
thinking of creating one. Kinko's can help
Kinko's nationwide network of electronic
printshops offers self-serve typewriters and
graphics facilities to assist you in the
preparation of camera-ready text
Kinko's can produce your manuscript from
cover to cover, coast to coast

"There's no lookin' back now"

Circus
D Continued from page 1.
The elephants will also be
featured in a fraternity/sorority
tug-of-war, Geary said. The
men's teams will pull a fullgrown elephant and the women
will pull a baby elephant.
Saturday, rides will cost $3
and last 2-5 p.m. The tug-of-war
will be 5-7 p.m. so that it won't
interfere with Beta 500, Geary
said.
For students who attend
Springfest, Cleary said he thinks
Sunday's circus will provide a
calmer atmosphere.
/ The circus will be at 1:30 p.m.
and again at 6 p.m. Advance
tickets are $2 for sports pass
holders; $3 for students without
i and youths and $5
for add"

kinko's

Summer
Jobs.
National Corporation has
marketing positions available
this summer. All subject majors
will be considered. Income—
$800 per month plus
scholarships.
Interviews will be held Friday,
April 25, 1986
10:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m.
205 Education
Sign up for interviews at
Student Employment
460 Student Services Building
Please be prompt!

A Nationwide Nttwork of Electronic PrtntshopS

325 E. Woosler St.
(Across from Taco Bell)
354-3977
Give a hoot.
— Don't pollute.

INVENTORY

BLOWOUT
128 N.
ElfCTRIC UCHT
ORCHESTRA
BALANCE Of POWER

including
> •
Calling Amar ica/Haa.an OWy Know.
Gaflmg 10 rha •©-«'without Sonnni
So Sanaa

$

5.

MAIN/DOWNTOWN

THE OUTFIELD "
PLAY DEEP
tnckttftng
Sa» (t lanl So/l Ooni NNd Ha*
*HJ. LOW/AM Tha Lovt

ALBUMS
&
CASSETTES

CBS
THE C0STEI10 SHOW
hgmam c—m
KMG Of AMERICA

Wine Shop

^*,

Celebrate Springfest Weekend
with plenty of Ice Cold Beer,
Blush Wines, and snacks from
the Aspen Wine Shop

a,,

Including
Don I L* m Sa MMundarMood
trtkant MMato/LovaM/im
American Without **•-•

$C 97!

5.

ii.K

ROLLING STONES v
»
oam
WORK
incluomg

SADE

rlanam Sftuma/Ona Hit (1o Tha BodT)
W.nning Ugty/Had It With WMI
S*apfon.ght
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including
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ALBUMS
A
CASSETTES

PROMISE

Check these Beta Weekend Specials
Delta Gold & O'Gradys 7 oz. $1.19
Beta Bagel Sandwiches
75*
Aspen Milkshakes
$1.50

BANGLES -

DIFFERENT LIGHT

ALBUMS
&
CASSETTES
THESE PLUS
THOUSANDS OF
ALBUMS'TAPES*
& COMPACT DISCS

CBS CDs
SEE US.

EVERYTHING
IN OUR STOCK
HAS BEEN
SLASHEDI

NOW THRU SUNDAY

Elsewhere
Bomb blast damages London office
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LONDON (AP) - A pre-dawn bomb
blast damaged a British Airways office
and other stores on London's busiest
shopping street yesterday, spraying
glass into the street and igniting a fire.
One passer-by was treated for shock.
American Airlines and American
Kxpress both have counters in the
office, but Scotland Yard spokesman
Philip Powell said British Airways
appeared to be the target.
"If it had gone off after 9 a.m. there
would have been an awful lot of people
about, and injuries to people would
have been quite horrendous because

there were large pieces of glass littering the streets, Powell said.
Deputy Home Secretary Giles Shaw
told the House of Commons there was
no information linking the blast with
Libya, which has vowed revenge
against Britain and the United States
for the U.S. air raid April 15 on Libyan
cities. Britain approved the use of U.S.
planes based in England for the raid.
SCOTLAND YAW) said a number of
callers telephoned police and news
media to claim responsibility for the
bombing, but the Yard refused to give
details of the calls.

Press Association, Britain's domestic news agency, said it received
calls from the Scottish National Liberation Army, which is campaigning for
an independent Scotland, and the Angry Brigade, an anarchist group that
said it planted the bomb "in retaliation
for Britain's involvement in the American bombing of Libya."
Cmdr. George Churchill-Coleman,
head of Scotland Yard's anti-terrorist
branch, refused to describe the bomb in
detail, saying only that it was "fairly
big" and caused "fairly considerable''
damage. News reports said it was

Crime rises in U.S.
after 3-year decline
WASHINGTON (AP) - After a three-year decline, major crimes reported to police rose 4
percent in 1985 compared to the previous year, the
FBI reported yesterday.
The FBI's index of eight major crimes showed
that murders nationwide rose 1 percent, forcible
rape climbed 4 percent, robbery rose by 3 percent
and the number of aggravated assaults rose by 6
percent. Violent crime overall was up 5 percent,
while property crimes rose 4 percent.
Nationally, burglary was up 2 percent, larcenytheft 5 percent, motor vehicle theft up 6 percent
and arson, 3 percent.
Authorities said drugs and less concern over
crime after several years of declines may have

hidden among bags of garbage outside
the airline office.
Oxford Street was closed for seven
hours while police searched for possible additional bombs. Victoria Station,
the busiest in London, also was evacuated briefly yesterday morning because of a bomb scare that turned out
to be a hoax, police said.
WHEN POLICE reopened Oxford
Street around noon, crowds thronged
in. saying they weren't afraid of another bomb. Across the street from the
British Airways office, London's sec-

ond-largest department store,
Self ridge's, was filled with shoppers.
Inside the bombed office, charred
walls and twisted rubble could be seen.
Powell advised Britons to be vigilant.
"Don't be complacent," he said. "If
you see any suspect devices, packages,
suitcases, bags which look in the slightest way suspicious to you, then ... tell
the police immediately."
Oxford Street is popular among tourists, and officials expressed fear the
blast would further hurt tourism, already falling off as Americans wary of
attacks cancel trips to Europe.

U.S. Supreme Court case
tests religious freedom

contributed to the reversal, after declines in 1962,
1983 and 1964.
"I think as crime started to decrease a certain
amount of apathy started taking over," said
Jerald Vaughn, director of the International Association of Chiefs of Police. "People just didn't
seem as concerned about the preventive measures
that might
have assisted in crime being reduced."
The ,lvolume of drugs available in our society,
and crime related to drug trafficking" also played
a role in the increase, said Vaughn.
After reaching all-time highs in 1980 and 1981,
the number of major offenses reported to the
nation's 16,000 law enforcement agencies fell 12
percent from 1982 through 1964.

WASHINGTON (AP)-A
VS. Supreme Court case that
Sts Ohio authorities against
ayton Christian Schools
over the 1979 firing of a teacher is taking on broader
aspects of a church vs. state
issue.
State officials say the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission has
the right to investigate teacher Linda Hoskinson's allegations that she was illegally
discriminated against when

the schools refused to renew
her teaching contract because she was pregnant and
then fired her after she contacted a lawyer.
But officials of the Dayton
Christian Schools contend
that the U.S. Constitution allows them to enforce religious
beliefs that mothers of preschool children should not
work outside the home. They
also argue that the "biblical
chain of command" requires

Christians to resolve disputes
within the church.
At issue is whether the
First Amendment's protection of religious freedom prevents the civil rights
commission from investigating charges that the schools
violated Ohio laws.
Those laws forbid both sex
discrimination in employment and retaliation against
employees who protest allegedly discriminatory acts.

■*K¥.

Phi Kappa Psl would like to
congratulate their newly elected officers

Little
Caesais
Pizza
Iwoqicatpifidil One low price."
VAUMau

IVA1UASU COUPON I

COUTON

pizza!
■wo QI eal piuasl
On* low pale*."

Two Medium Pizzas
with Two Items HQP
Of**' valxl - i» Coupon Only at participating
Lin* Caesars* Not vaim with Other Offers
■ E*praa S/t'M

SAVE $5.55
TWO LARGE PIIZAS

$9»9

"With Everything" 10 toppings for only

with Coupon at participating
Caesars* One Coupon Par Customer

Topping* includa pepperon. ham, bacon, ground boat
Italian aauUQa. mushrooms o/een pwppan. onions Mot papoat and
anchoviaa upon request (NO SUBSTITUTIONS On DELETIONS)

' little Caesaxs
354-6500
iW - "v • ww I rttrpi s*s

I VALUAKf COUPON I

I-K

| VALUABLE COUPON

WE DELIVER

143 W. Woostor
353-3281

PRECISION
$
CUT
6
PERM

*25

44

■

HRHfXJl B

BWBBBBBIHBJ

112 Mercer St., Bowling Green, OH

America's Largest Carry-Out Pizza Chain

HAIR UNLIMITED

I
I

K

Mark Smith (Vice-President)
Robbie First (Corresponding Secretary)
Dave Urda (Recording Secretary)
Tim Walz (Historian)
Gary Phillips (Messenger)
Thorn Kerka (Chaplain)
Eric Stacy (Sarg. at-Arms)
As The Brotherhood builds . . .
Big Brothers are Chosen
Thorn Kerka
Steve Brewer
Jim Medenis
Rich Roslch
Sean Mines
Scott Burner
Dave Urda
Doug Brown
John Alge
Matt Eakln
Doug Post
Mark J. Vande Kerkhoff
-$K*

K

WEED OUT" YOUR
USED BOOKS
FOR
l

no appt. necessary
evening hours

m * m -*

*»fi* -*#* jff /*

w/ ad to 4/30

tMf^ 4& >*r* /&.

c*
\

Valid University
I.D. required

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
April 28 thru May 9

8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mon.-Fri.
Saturday

News Briefs
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Remaining Americans in Libya face prosecution

Gunmen wound two, kill bank president's wife

QUANTICO, Va. (AP) - Americans who remained in Libya against President Reagan's
orders will be prosecuted if they return to the
United States, the chief U.S. delegate to the United
Nations says.
"They're all going to be indicted when they
come borne," Ambassador Vernon Walters said
Tuesday. But he acknowledged before an audience at the Quantico Marine Base, "there's not
much we can do until they come home."
Walters addressed 700 Marines and local officials as part of a lecture series sponsored by the
Marine Corps Command and Staff College Foundation.
He said American workers in Libya "shouldn't

RAYMONDVILLE, Mo. (AP) - At least two
gunmen demanding a $100,000 ransom shot and
killed a bank president's wife at her home and
wounded her husband and another bank officer
who delivered only about $20,000, police said.
The gunmen, one of whom wore camouflage and
had blackened his face, then fled into the rugged
countryside.
Authorities found the body of Wanda Byler,
bound and shot several times, under her bed, said
Lt. Ralph Biele of the highway patrol.

underestimate the United States and think we
don't know who they are. When you're serving a
government that is killing Americans, you've got
to expect some kind of response-a harsh
statement, but it's a fact. They have no business
being there."
In Washington, Justice Department spokesman
John Russell said the department would not
comment on Walters' statements.
Violating the sanctions that Reagan imposed in
January carries up to a 10-year prison term and a
$50,000 fine. Reagan's ban bars Americans from
doing business in Libya.

Winter-like temperatures damage Ohio crops
HOLLAND, Ohio (AP) - Bob MacQueen made
the rounds at his 200-acre apple orchard in this
Toledo suburb yesterday and saw firsthand the
effects of this week's record-breaking freeze on
his apple crop.
"This is about the grandaddy of them all,"
MacQueen said as he stood inside an enclosed
farm market on the edge of his orchard, where the
green buds are beginning to show hints of pink
blossoms.
MacQueen estimated that Wednesday morning's low of 21 degrees had killed the buds on more
than half of his apple trees, resulting in a monetary loss at $250,000 to $300,000 to MacQueen
Orchards, which sells apples to grocery chains
throughout Ohio and the South.
MacQueen called the freeze the worst he had
seen in 30 years.
He said many of his fruit trees will bloom, but
that he expects less than half of the buds to bear
fruit. ^^
"The heart's killed. It's dead," MacQueen said.

"This was a real record. In '56 was the last time it
was that severe."
Throughout the Ohio Valley, temperatures in
the teens and 20s Tuesday night ana Wednesday
frustrated even the most ambitious efforts by
growers to save apple, pear, peach, grape and
cherry crops.
Many fared worse than MacQueen.
Jim Utzinger, horticulturist for the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, said some central and
southern Ohio growers lost at least 90 percent of
their fruit crops, despite the use of smudge pots
and helicopters to try to raise temperatures.
"They can only gain about three or four degrees,' be said. "But the temperature went to 23,
and we generally think the cutoff point is 26 or 27."
Richard Funt of the Ohio Extension Service said
Wednesday that the monetary loss statewide
could reach $20 million to $25 million.
Whether the crop losses would affect fruit prices
this fall remains to be seen.

EXAM SPECIAL
April 27 ■ May 1
May 4 ■ 8
STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT

Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$19.95 Per Night

Includes: • Continental Breakfast • FREE coffee—24 hours
* Early check in & Late check out • Advanced reservations required
• Present valid BGSU ID at check in

Her husband, James Byler, the president of the
Farmers State Bank of Texas County, and Kay
Jordan, the bank's executive vice president, were
shot and wounded when they brought ransom
money to the gunmen at the Byler home near
Raymondville, Biele said.
Byler had been at the bank's branch in Houston
yesterday morning when he received a call
from his home telling him to deliver $100,000 to
secure his wife's release, said John Hutcheson,
the bank's attorney.

Banana slug may become university's mascot
he said: "As a symbol of our athletic ambitions,
consider that the banana slug is: spineless (ipso
facto), yellow (cowardly), sluggish (slow of foot)
and slimy (enough said).

SANTA CRUZ. Calif. (AP) - Early returns from
the University of California at Santa Cruz suggest
that students would like the less-than-heroic banana slug to replace the sea lion as school mascot.
The banana slug, a creature that abounds in the
cool, wet forests of the Santa Cruz Mountains, was
the overwhelming choice as the mascot five years
ago, but Chancellor Robert Sinsheimer opted for
Sea Lions after talking with athletes.
In an April 10 letter to the student newspaper,

Eric Satzman, bead of the student government,
said the banana slug is a symbol of the school's
non-competitive nature, in which learning takes
priority over grades.
Students are voting on the proposal this week.

Delicacies placed under wildlife protection laws
NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Two species of frogs
have been placed under wildlife protection laws
because a growing gastronomic demand for their
legs overseas threatens to make them extinct, a
government official told Parliament yesterday.
"The two species of fresh-water edible frogs,
rana hexadactyla and rana tigrina, are exploited
because of the great demand for their legs, which
are considered a delicacy abroad," Minister of
State Z.R. Ansari said.
India is the world's largest exporter of frogs,

selling them for food and for medical research,
mostly to Western Europe. The booming frog-leg
industry earns India $15 million a year.
The Indian government earlier banned the
severing of legs of live frogs for export following
widespread protests by environmentalists and
wildlife experts.
The government has decided to issue export
licenses for frozen frog legs to only those who kill
frogs by the electric-shock method developed by
Indian Frog Culture Research Institute scientists.

The KEY.
ToOrderWinning
your 1986 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify to win:

This special is limited to students with valid BGSU ID'S. Students occupying the accommodations must
show ID's at check in- Non-students are not eligible for this special-

BETA 500
HAPPY HOURS

1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G.
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Featuring Me & The Boyz
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University helps pitch for title

Sports Cap
BASEBALL- The Falcons, 15-14, will travel to Mt.
Plesant, Mich., this weekend
to play a four-game series
with Central Michigan, 16*1.
Bowling Green opens the series today at 1 p.m.
SOFTBALL— Bowline
Green, 22-15, will also head
north to Mt. Plesant to face
the Chippewas today in a doubleheader. Tomorrow the
Falcons will continue their
Michigan swing when they go
to Vpsilanti to challenge
Eastern Michigan.
WOMEN'S TENNIS- The
Falcons host Miami University today at 3 p.m. and Ohio
University tomorrow at 1
p.m. Both matches will be
held at Keefe Courts.
MEN'S TENNIS -Unlike

their female counterparts,
Bowling Green's men's team
will play the Redskins and
Bobcats on the road.
TRACK— Both the men's
and women's squads will split
their squads this weekend.
Half of both teams will be
competing in the Penn Relays
held in Philadelphia, Pa. The
other half will run in the
Becky Boone Relays in Richmond, Ky.
MEN'S GOLF — The Falcons
compete at the Kent State
Invitational.
WOMEN' GOLF- Bowling
Green will play in the Lady
Lion Invitational in State
Collge, Pa. tomorrow and
Sunday.

by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

Credit Bowling Green's club
rugby team with the win, the
University with a save.
Last weekend, the ruggers
captured the Midwest
Universities Cup, in Champaign,
El., by beating the University of
Wisconsin 7-6 In the finals. The
victory earned the Falcons a
spot in the National Collegiate
Rugby Championship May 3-4 in
Pebble Beach, Cailf.
While getting there is half the
battle, paying for the trip must
be the other half. That's where
the University came through.
The University gave the rugby

ISV8 • 2J*E • E*E • E*E • E*E • E*E • E+E • E*E • E*E • E+E • £*E • E+E • E+E • E+E 'E+E

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
wish to congratulate its 1986 award winners
Brother of the Year
Outstanding Senior Man
Outstanding Junior Man
Outstanding New Active
Junior Athlete of the Year
Senior Athlete of the Year
Sweetheart of the Year
Senior Academic Achievement
Junior Academic Achievement
Sophomore Academic Achievement

The real winner, If the ruggers would
win the title, would be the University. Not
every school can boast a national
champion, regardless of the sport.
team f8,500 to help support the
trip and Is willing to give the
team a no-interest loan for the
rest of the amount
(approximately $4,000 more).

The real winner, if the ruggers
would win the title, would be the
University. Not every school can
boast a national champion,
regardless of the sport.

This is something that must
not be overlooked, just ask the
band. Getting money from the
University is no easy task.

However, the University can't
receive all of the credit
According to rugby coach Roger
Mazzarella, the team gets a
$1,900 budget from the
University which is one-sixth of
the entire budget for club sports,
a department of Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation (HPER).

But even the upper-echelon of
our highly-respected
establishment realizes what
being in the final four not only
means for the ruggers, but for
the University itself.
IF THE rugby team beats the
Pacific Coast champions (which
will be decided this weekend)
and gets to the finals to face the
winner of the Dartmouth-Air
Force contest, they will be seen
around the country on ESPN.

I
The rugby team itself, divided
into four squads, deserves kudos
for its 22-2 overall season. The
'A' team was 12-0. The A-team.
complete with its own Mr. T, ailAmerican Chuck Tunnacliffe, a
M block, has beaten such
notable teams as Tennessee, the;
Mid-South champion and Illinois
State and Central Michigan,
their respective state champs.
THE DEDICATION it takes to
be an athlete is enormous, but
rugby players are a special
breed, in a class by themselves.
Rugby has been classified as
"football without equipment"
and "soccer with tackling."
Yet, despite the obvious pain
and loyalty involved, 77 players
are on the team this year. Each
Silayer is guaranteed to see at
east a half of action every
weekend for either the A,B,C, or
D team.
Last weekend, senior Trent
Tate paid his own way to fly
from his best friend's wedding in
Columbus to Champaign for the
a See Ruggers, page 9.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
& UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS

Ben Rowe
Bob Gulosh
Chris Klein
Mike Sieber
Steve Taylor/Ben Rowe
Brendan Flaherty
Sue Scheidweiler
Rich Mueller
Bob Craig
Dave Hudak

Mazzarella said the team
itself raises an additional $15,000
to cover its expenses. The
players themselves shell out
between $200-$300 a year to
participate. Mazzarella said if
the team wouldn't have gotten

nevl
University, they would have
raised the funds themselves.

Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES,
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA
'Gas hoof, hot wafer and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished
"ost dependable. 24 hr maintenance

Congratulations from the House with the Heart

'In house laundry centers
'Plenty of storage area
'Now accepting applications for
summer and next foil

Office Hrs.
9-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Sat

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
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The
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
would like to formally announce

Dr. Kenneth M. Shemberg,
Psychology
as the

OUSTANDING CONTRIBUTOR
to
GRADUATE EDUCATION. 1985-86

In an Orange Blossom Jeweler* TV Commercial!
You've seen Orange Blossom Jeweler* splits on MTV. "Saturday Nighr Live", "Friday Nighr Video*",
and "Fame". Ni>w you have a chance to he one of the star* of an upcoming Orange Blossom commercial.
Enter the Orange Blossom Jewelers latent Search!
If you're 18 to 10. and have never modeled professional I v. you're eligible. Just submit two photos - one head
shot, one full-body - along with a completed entry form. Entry forms are available at Orange Blossom Jewelers
in Southwyck and Franklin Park malls. In early May. entry forms will ino he available at the new Orange
Blossom Jewelers in North Townc Mall.
Ten Finalists Will Be Selected!
Ten finalists will participate in a live photo audition and interview session on Saturday, May list at North
Towne Mall ("enter Court

We would also like to recognize the professors
who were nominated by their students for the
"outstanding contributor to Graduate Education Award:"
C.J. Granny, Psychology
Michael Doherty, Psychology
Mark Gromko, Biology
Rex Lowe, Biology
Steven Ludd, Political Science
Jaak Panksepp, Psychology
Robert Perry, Ethnic Studies
David Swanson, Sociology
Martha Tack, EDAS
Ryan Tweney, Psychology
Ellen Williams, Special Ed. & Rehab. Counseling

Each finalist will receive an 8"x 10" photo from the session, and a $50 gift certificate, courtesy of Orange
Blossom Jewelers.
WRQN-FM will carry live, on-air coverage and MTV will also be on hand.
Four Big Winnen!
Four winners will receive a $500 gift certificate from Orange Blossom Jewelers, and a vidcocasscttc of any
commercial in which they may appear.
Get Your Entry In By May 18th!
Entry forms are available at all Orange Blossom Jewelers stores, or by writing Orange Blossom Jewelers Talent
Search. P.O. Box 198, Maumee. OH 41537.
Entries may be dropped off at any Orange Blossom Jewelers in Toledo, or be mailed to the address listed above.
' """' must he postmarked no later than May 18. 1986. Rules may be obtained at any Orange Blossom store.

ORANGE BLOSSOM JEWELERS TALENT SEARCH
ENTRY FORM
Name
Addma

Q«r
State

:
.Zip.

Birthdate

.Sex.

Height
£

Phone where you can be reached days .
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Ruggers

Random awards for lords of sports
Sideline

Matt Winkeljohn
sports reporter

The end of the school year U
fast approaching and everyone
is tying up loose ends and taking
care of odds and ends. With that,
I'll close this spring with my
first (and probably last) Sports
Closet Spring Cleaning
Awards.These are odds and
ends that might otherwise go
unsaid or unaddressed.
First, the Are you High?
award goes to the high divers
who periodically appear on
ABCrs "Wide World of Sports."
These are the guvs who climb up
the flimsy aerial tower only to
hurl themselves complete with
flips and twists into 12 feet of
water more than 100 feet below.
For nothing on this planet
would I consider any remotely
similar behavior. I would,
however, like to see ABC stage
the annual Canadian
bellvflopping championships in
The Comment of the year by a

Sportswriter award goes to
Dave Kindred of the Atlanta
Constitution. While pondering
whether or not synchronized
swimming has a place in the
Olympics, Kindred remarked;
"Sometimes, when those women
are floating upside down in the
water, the camera shows them
smiling. Why are they smiling?
When I'm underwater I pray. I
pray I won't be underwater
much longer."
IS THERE a place in the
Olympics for synchronized
swimming? I wonder what the
ancient Greeks would have said.
Ill gladly accept this year's,
Just gimme the money award.
Would I step in the ring with
Marvelous Marvin Hagler
knowing he will beat me until
my eyes cross and the nose falls
off my face? You better believe I
would. For $300,000, which pales
in comparison to the money
most of his opponents make, I'll
do it twice in the same evening.
You just gimme the money.
Best athletes In the world.
This one goes to those in the
NBA. They can start, stop,
whirl, twirl, lump, run, shoot,
dribble, block out and more.
They're obviously anything but
small and weak.

These are the guys who climb up the
flimsy aerial tower only to hurl
themselves complete with flips and twists
into 12 feet of water more than 100 feet
below.
The Least appreciated major
professional athletes are in the
NHL. The difference in skill on
the way up is phenomenal. For
example, At least high school
baseball usually looks like
baseball. Most high school
hockey might as well be high
school baseball. Pro hockey
players do not get the credit they
deserve for their skills.
The Hardest working award
goes to collegiate and
International level swimmers
and wrestlers. These people
work their butts off: physically
and mentally. I challenge
anyone on this campus to spend
a week in the University of
Iowa's wrestling program under
coach Dan Gable without
dreaming of suicide. If you do
survive, you'll be so sore you'll
wish you hadn't.
This year's Hero/Heroine
award goes to Shirley

Muldowney. After resting atop
the world's Top Fuel Dragster
circuit for three years, 'CmCha' was in an accident which
nearly snuffed her pilot light for
good. Back again, at speeds of
over 250 miles per hour, she's
trying a second time to rule this
male-dominated sport. This
time, she's doing it with one leg
more than two inches shorter
than the other, arms which she
can no longer straighten,
restricted use of one hand and
Cand screws sprinkled
ugh her body.
I REALIZE some might
nominate her for 'Stupid move
of the year.'
Gerry Cooney wins my Was he
ever for real? award. All he did
was beat an old decrepid Ken
Norton senseless in less than one
round and get beaten nearly to
death by Larry Holmes. After
supposedly retiring, he is

rumored to be a challenger for
the world heavyweight title. I'd
bet my life savings against that.
Of course, I wouldn't be much
worse off if I lost.
Holmes wins the I was robbed
award. From what I've seen and
heard of various accounts of his
championship rematch with
Micheal Spinks, the former
champion got a bum deal. He
may well have been victimized
by the judges' distaste for his
frequent less-than-discreet
remarks to the press.
The I've heard enough! award
goes to all the whiners who
continue to plead for the blood
testing of athletes. If our society
is going to start testing for drug
problems, I recommend they
begin with doctors, lawyers, bus
drivers, airline pilots, people
who handle food and so on. Sure,
athletes are role models, but I'm
more concerned with the people
in whose hands lies the wellbeing of others.
If you've taken time to read
this odd dribble, I thank you.
And whether you have or not,
good luck and have a nice
summer.

PLAY IT SAFE. USE THE CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE. 372-8360.

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
French Film. Friday. April 25 'Swann In Love"
7:30pm. Gash Theatre Admiason FREE In
trench wW> Engesh subtitles Starring Jeremy
Irons
On Sunday evening. May 4. 1986. at 7 30 the
pubic Is InvKed 10 the 8th Bowling Green ALLCITY HANDBELL CONCERT The program Is
being held st the Fast United Methodist Church.
1608 E Wooster St. Bowling Green and wil
feature eight choirs with 85 ringers from tour
churches- First Christian. First Presbyterian
Trtraty United Methodist, and the host church
Trumpets, flutes organ, and brass quintet and
tympanl wi play on some ol the solo and massed choir pieces
RECYCLE THIS SATURDAY
S S * Ca$h lor Can $ » S
New Price 26 cents-It
Racycang Canter
616 E Poe Rd
Across Irom College Park
Open 9 a.m. to 2 p m
Recycle Hotane 352-6448
ATTENTION STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
LEARNING DISABILITIES: MONDAY, APRIL
21, THE STUDENT COUNCIL FOR LEARNING
DISABILITIES IS ACTIVELY RECRUITING
NEW MEMBERS FOR INVOLVEMENT, EXPERIENCE > SCHOLARSHIPS JOIN THE
FIRST ORGANIZATION OF ITS KINO NATIONWIDEI FOR MORE INFO. CALL ANN AT
36X371.
MANO NEW APAHTMENTS
PAJJTMEN
AVAILABLE FOR
'••-'17 SCHOOL
X. YEAR
YEAR. THREE BEDROOMS
AND TWO FULL BATHS PLUS DISPOSAL AND
DISHWASHER c/lLL 354-4702 ANO ASK FOR
JEFF HOITH

WOMI : MAKING PEACE AND
CHEATINO A NEW SOCIETY
. Authors Annie Cheetham and Mary Clare Powell
wi present information Irom their book. This
Way Daybreak Comes Women's Values and
the FutureFrtday, April 25
8:00 p.m.
tee Arena Lounge. BOSU
tree and open to al
Ms. Cheetham and Ma. Powell wi be presenting aides ot women's art and discuss women
working tor peace Presented Hi conjunction
with Peace Week Sponsored by Women (or
Women
Sea Europe A Earn 8 Hours ot Credit
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE

/
I
I
I
I
I

IV

kilo meeting with Dr Charles Chime
Tuesday. Apr! 29. 1988. 8:30 p.m
At the French House on Sorority Row

Have your special event Video Taped Date Parties. Formats Weddings. Etc. Cal 363-1809 or
3524429
Portable Toilet Rental 352-7316 Avaasbie lor
parlies and other occasions
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
leat ObkKttve Into Cal now 354 HOPE
14673) Houre: M.Th
108pm; T.W Fr
10-4 30; Sat IOem-1 00

LOST: Denim jacket between Harshman and
Kreischer quads. Sat-. 4-19. REWARD. Cal
Gregg 372 3188
Losl Gold addabeao necklace (about 21
beads 4| II found please cal 372-5875 Greet
sentimental value
LOST 24" gold Cham and medium-sized gold
croes. Lost in front ol Rodgers Quad on
weekend of Feb. 7-9. Incredible sentimental
value! REWARO. Call 3524119

'86 Beta Champa
Baby we were
BORN TO RUNI
-AXO BETA TEAM
Tomorrow's the day. the Beta race
Moke those legs fly & quicken the paceBeta
Beagle. Tiny Bubbles, a Don Ho
Let them inapte you. Aloha, let's got

Expires 4-30-86

•"SUSPENDED LOFTS"1
Sturdy, squsakisaa. University approved Cal
Cheryl or Jud al 372-5810

352-3551

THE
STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER

J

Alpha PHI Beta Team
Shelley. Stacy, Cindy and TJne-Good Luck
Saturday at the racaa
Love, Coach Sue! and your Alpha Phi sisters
Amy Grace Brefim,^
Happy Twentieth Msney! We love you-Your
two roomies Christine and KlmP S Look lor a
"Manic Monday"

Special Oacounta
on Cacua tickets
If bought in ADVANCE

«!T/initlMPt4/A

COOPER POOL
will be closed from
May 7 — June 2

MHO
AT 7:30 * 9:30

latS&L
AT 7.-MI
9:15

The pool will reopen June 3

grra

Corigratutatlona to SUSAN SCHEIDWEILER on
baing choaen as the Sig Ep Sweetheart' Love,
your DG sisters

Scott and Karen
The brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsllon
wish to congratulate you on your
recent engagement. Best of luck always'

BETH CONNELLY
Conrjratutatkona on being named PI Phi
Historian Good luck next year I'm gomg to
miss you' Keep in touch Love. Gma
Big Use.
Just wanted to let you know that you're a Great
Big and a super friend' Get excited lor BETA'
AX Love and Mine. LI' Peggy

Bicycle Tune-Up SpecaV.
Only .
112.00
al '
• Purcel a .
131 W Wooster"

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) - Jack
Burke Jr. and Paul Harney combined for a 9-under-par 61 to take
the first-round lead yesterday at
the $500,000 Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf.
Two hot streaks by Orville
Moody and Bruce Crampton
pulled them into second place at
63 in the better ball, senior competition.
Moody connected for birdies
on holes seven, eight and nine.
After a slow start, Crampton
birdied 14, 16 and 17. Moody
birdied 15.

GREEK WEEK COMMITTEE
JUST WANTED TO SAY THAT YOU'RE ALL
DOING A SUPER JOB' KEEP UP THE HARD
WORK AND GOOD LUCK ON FINALS1 J«J_
ANO STEVE
HALUE MILLER.
WE LOVE YA BUNCHES'
AX LOVE. MARGE, ARS, KATE
HAPPY 21ST BBTHDAY DEE DEPERRO
Get psyched lor s wild weekend'
Love. Kan. Kim, and Laura
HEY ALPHA PHIS
GOOD LUCK IN THE BETA 500 SATURDAY i
KEEP UP THAT PHI-NOMINAL SPIRIT'
HEY AX'S GET READY FOR A "HULA OF A
TIME AT BETA'
Hey Clown, it you love me you'l take me to the
circus
HEY JILLABELLE.
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY' Lets al buzz out to
Be. get CRAZY, and snow the GAP now to
REALLY CELEBRATE' My. what a HEAVY
CONCEPT! YOU'RE SO VERSATILE!
Luv ya. Mommy Teresa a Daddy DavKJ
Intramural Forfeit Fees Please pick up four
forfeit fee m the Intramural Office by May 2.
1986 Bring your receipt

' 362-6264

OearSAE's.
I'm so happy you chose me lor such a great
honor' Good luck with Beta'
Love, Lisa
Dear Sisters of Chi Omega
Thanks for al your herd work and support at our
rush workshops Chi Omega a rush will defatrtety be number 1 I love you ALL'" Cta-0 love end
mine. Your Rush Chairman Cindy

KAZOOM
to first place at
BETA

LSAT. CPA ORE. GMAT. MCAT
ACT, SAT. PSAT. NCLEX-RN
Don't compote with a Kaplan student.
be one'
CALL 352-6802 or 539-3701
My MICHAEL.
I rrass your beautiful brown eyes and my lavorrte
mole Love. Your SUNSHINE
NANTUCKET MARTHA'S VINEYARD LOOK
ING FOR ROOMMATE THIS SUMMER
EITHER PLACE CALL 354-8508 SCOTT

Dona Gammas congralulale JOfcl 11 RIJBv and
DONNA McKEE on making Pommeretles Wsy
togoojrtat
-^ . • .
.
»

Phi Mu Formal dales Jeff. Greg. Deve. Brian. I
Mike-PtaMu Formal is, here at last
With you as our dates
Wei al have a blast'
CnasaY on the Maumee. Dancm'
al night. .
Partying the night away.
Wei do n up right'
Get psyched -we aura are"
'-Wendy. Susie. Sharon. Ann Marie, ft Mary
Jane

*5-

!

The Vaasntmea tea was lots ol fun. But the Beta
tea wi be the very best one We welcome your
brothers on their walk out This party wi be
something to shout about The slaters of Kappa
Delta

ALPHA DELT
BETA 500 TEAM
Remember, "tt |uat doesn't metier ,." We're
behind you 110H-let's make thai our triple
crown' Best ot kick tomorrow' L 6 L. Coach Met
and Coach Held

[>.tt,i »i!l

Delta Gammas congratulate KIM POWANDA
and SEAN HARDY on their Delta Gamma DaU
Tau Delta ktvalienng

EvetteHorlon
You did a fine K>0 with the Alpha Xi Formal this
weekend Thanks for everything

200 Pair Gels Assorted Pants
Hal off and less
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge

K.T.IOI

KD washes al our sailers the best ol luck on
their Engksh Proficiency AOT

OZ kick to Amy Otto. Debbie Paul Becky
Cathrow. Amy Pleaon. and Karen Philips m Beta
thai weekend!
Love, your Delta Zeta sisters

THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT
WITH VALID ID
ONLY»2.00

STADIUM

Congratulations Juke Dalton on your Alpha XI
Deria-Sigma Chi pinning to Brad Knder We'd
alao Ike to congratulate Brad on becoming the
Alpha Xi Dreamboy'

Burke
Harney
lead

Jeff Longwel
t
Congratulations on your initiation alto Omicron
Delta Kappa The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epaeon

AJpha Phi SeniorsHop* you al had a super "Senior Wa*kl" Looking forward to a fun senior picnic tonight hope
you are tool
Love, your slatera

,INEMA1&2
Jcnael Keaton

Corvjratulatlona Kan Brown on becoming Mortar
Board President' Your Phi Mu sisters art so
proud ol you1

DEAR LA VERNE
I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT YOU ARE THE
BEST. MOST FANTASTIC FRIENO 5 ROOMMATE! ru. MISS YOU THIS SUMMER'
THANKS FOR ALL THE FUN' WITH LOTS OF
LOVE. SHIRLEY

ANNE AHLOREN
Thanks lor al your help and support tKe week
with BETA practice* and spot raids-you are
eopreclatad.
L » L. Meanda
Are you Graduating in DECEMBER 1986. MAY
1987 or AUGUST 1987? If you are man to attend the Junior Placement Orientation Meeting
presented by the University Placement Servlcae. Information wls be provided on placement
procedures and rjoactee you wi need to
register with the office before you return in the
Fal Monday. Apr! 28. 6 00-7 00 p m Grand
BeJroom

CHRIS MCDONALD AND JOE CONRAD
Congratulations on your Gamma Phl-ZBT
lavaaanng' Love, the sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta

DAVE McADAMS
GOOD LUCK DRIVING THE SIG EPS TO
ANOTHER VtCTORYi I LOVE YOU SOOOOO
MUCHI PATTY

BLACK MARKET--186 1-2 S
MAIN- 354-1834 SPRING SHIRTS SWEAT
SHIRTS-PAJAMAS-TRENCH COATSSUITCOATS-SHORTS
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i

AX'a Karen. Susan. Km. Kan
I hope you rjijva are ready to get wad and crary
thai weekend1 Watch out Beta
Here we
cornel Love, your secret AX

Betas and UUe Srsses.
600 to rieartng
and we are cheering.
Alter ITS done,
you know we'I have fun
Because it's the end ol the year
and the Date Party beer la near
Woogfei

RIDES
Ride Needed: To Denver last week in May
352-6345 WI snare expenses

ATTENTION STUDENTSi
Take advantage ol Wood Cable's Pre
regajtrsbOn plan next semester Ask (or detale
whan you return your converter It you quelfy.
you're eligible lor PRIORITY mstalation next
term Wood Cable 118 N Main St 352-8424

Beta 500 Happy Hours
Beta 500 Happy Hours
Beta 500 Happy Hours

PERSONALS

BLACK MARKET
186 12 S
MAIN 354 1834 SPRING SHIRTS-SWEAT
SHIRTS-PAJAMAS -TRENCH COATS8UITCOATB-8HOBT8

Congratulations LAURIE FOX AND MARK
CIFOELLO on your Gamma Phi-Phi Psi lavaaer
Ingl Love, the sailers ol Gamma Phi Beta

Band Irom Uncle
First Light
Champion
Generra Pantera
Hear them tomorrow
12 noon 2 a.m
Sprlngfeet 'Mil

Abortion
Free Pregnancy Teet
Morning After Treatment
Canter for Choice
151 N Michigan
Toledo. Ohio
(419) 255-7769

Losl 10"K 14" white peart flnleh Tom-Tom In
case Last seen 4-18 on topot 1st Boor Music
Busang lockers 120 Reward No questions
Cal 352-5819

$6.50
■I—

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST & FOUND

Urge 11tem Pizza
2 Cans of Pepsi
352-3551

Congratulation Reg Goolaby on
being selected Student Court Justice
and Scott Deektn on being selected
Chief Justice. Great (ob guy I
Your Slg Ep Brothers

TYPING SERVICES lor al types ol papers at
75-og (dpi sp ). 90-pg tor dissertations
352-3987 Irom 8am-9pm

cun
2nd Manual Spnftaj Picnic
Sunday. Apr! 27 ■ the Bowing Green City Park
onConneeut Stj Begins at 3:00 Cookout at
VOX) Free lood'for club members and guests
Fades provided from Union Oval at 3.4.6. I 6
p.m. Cal Co-Op Office (372-2451) or Dave
(353-3502) tor more Information

RMe needed to Columbus weekend ol April
26-27. Can keen altar S p.m. Friday. Call
Michelle 352-1512 after • p.m.

G Continued from page 8.
tournament. Dedication such as
that is a rarity in any sport.
Miami University coach Doug
Edwards, who has taken his
team to the final four twice, is
coming to town next week to
help Mazzarella prepare the
squad for the tournament.
Mazzarella said ruggers look out
for each other.
Regardless of the outcome
next weekend, both the rugby
team and the University should
take a bow. They combined to
pitch a no-hitter.

GJNA JALOVEC
Hay Oaaf Fish: Congrata on making
Pommeretles We knew you could do it' We
love you TTPil XO Joyce DeWltt and AjnkM-Freeh
GO ALPHA DELTS!
The secret weapon has arrived
Beta, lor AD Pis'

Look Out

AJpha Oelts are ready to gel wild with the Rubgy
I
Good luck C-40 lor Beta 5001
Love you guys"
Your old roomie, Jenna
Good Luc* KD Beta team.
Make thoea boxers bum
Other* hava won Beta
m tht part, but ttue
yaw r« our turn"

PI Phi'a -Sigma Nu'a
Get reedy to party together
Sigma Nu'a -Pi Phi'a
Reggae Journeymen
Back for a limited time onty
Raata Mouse T-Srurls

$6 Cal Jim 352-8943
SMOKE OUT
SMOKE OUT
SMOKE OUT
SMOKE OUT
SPRING CLEANING
SPRING CLEANING
SPRING CLEANING
Spongiest 86 * here1
Band*, food, and a tot of tun*
Tomorrow noon ? am
Intramural Fte*3s

Continued on page 10.

A WORLD fUll Ol
MAGIC. WONDER AND DESIRE

lEHS

AT 7:30 4.0:15

EVENINGS - ADULTS S1.S0
WEDNESDAY STUDENT NIGHT
ONLY $2.00

MARY TYIER MOORE

PCr

Purchase any 12" or 16"
Superb cheese pizza only... ■

$yi99

4

Additional Items $1°°

CHRISTINE LAHTI

&Mft3#ke&T&mu&

Bowling Green 352-1539

Classifieds
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Continued from page 9.

KATY FOSTER

Studenti Save Money1

MY COURT OR YOURS? WEIL USE
BALLS! ITS YOUR SERVE' B
500 Happy HOin

MY

Keith Kreaayar

Friday 3-7

What would Mel do II fas birthday ware today??
Happy 20th Ooofylllll

Cotege Park

WANTED

Boy were we aurprteedl We Ion 'ye Kelll

ANDERSON R.A.J
STUDENT -COMMUNITY

Hope you had e great R A Appreciation Week!

SMOKE OUT

You guys are greet! We coutdni hate had a batter atari Good luck next year. Love. A "Purmy"
Friend

FRIDAY MAY 2NO

The Brothers ol Sigma Nu would axe to wish

ATTENTION

Mr ISM BMa Mm the DM ol luck tomor

Kama en Mttheos Auapark and Diane Lyn Caaa

row

are WOOF 1 a WOOF 2 PLEASE CALL THEM

The lam o' KAPPA DELTA won Ihe brothers

THIS FROM NOW ON

ol KTA THETA PI the beet ol look with IETA
500

Lota, the 7 other throomlet (the ones In the
at| yeaow house?)

Good kick In the Beta race
greet k»i

AX'S GO HAWAUN

Moa

~~~~""~
I know you l do e

NINETEEN
NtHETEEH

BETA 600

RAPE

BEWARE THE DREAD SLED

Don t take any chencee
Pleoae don't watt

To Mac North RAsFrom Mai and Fi more, the rubber chicken and
Having a big bosom

my date! Aim

hat
Buffalo Style Chicken Wing.

CHUCKLES III

Buffalo Style Chicken wing■
Deb

Love ya-Kafy

ANNIVERSARY

"Thanka"

SIQ EP-BETA

Sunday. Apr) 27
City Park on Conneeut St

SKI EP-BETA

Prefer

room.

How long can you go without eny underwear? I

portunity to meet new people and develop in-

haven't even begun to get even'
DIANE

runa Irom Monday Jury

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! GLAD YOU COULD COME

St

Cat

TO MY MR. HAPPY

SIONS. ."A SHADE AHEAD OF THE PACE''

Good Luck tomonow In the race Iwflbe cheer-

HARK AND ROB: BEST OF LUCK TOMOR

GOOD LUCK TO THE

ROW WE KNOW WE CAN 00 IT!! LOVE, THE

SKI EP BETA TEAM

WHITE ROSES

next year. $575 a eemeetor Cat Tood 2-6725
or 2-5220

cotege

You are e auper friend and I wet miss you ternary next year. Take care and please keep m
Love

Alwayi.

lack please -it gets me In too much trouble!

'SQUIDS

Contact

Cayuga.

PO

Box

Attention

ex-

2 bedroom furnlehed epertments

S600 aum

mer, tncajdea tree movie channel i
conditioning 362-2883

352-0457 between 12-4pm

Summer Leasee Only
352-7454
6 bedroom house near campus
FOR SUMMER
352-5822

Emclency Now Renting lor Fan

Can't say you can't earn enough

1 or 2 semester lease, futy furrvehed
al urttles paid including color TV

1.30. 3 30. 4:30

with cable

Thai opportunity

FOR SALE

See you Thursday and Frtdty.

'73 Ponoac Catatnt Runs good Cal Slave at

PSYCHOLOGISTS (bceneooble regional com-

363-2607 and make an offer (Under $400)

munity mental health center with e locus ol ser-

77 Mustang

vices to lamees t chedren Hee opportunity lor

new

mechanics t body in excetent shape' Taking

ture

offers. 353-1882 after 2 pm

$17

programming

Salaries

from

000-29.0001

inge benefits. Send vita to

from 11 e.nL-3 pm In College Park. Vane
will leeva the Union Ovil et 10 45. 11 45 t

Good kick on Finals' I am looking forward lo our

tions

EOE

vacation together In S C I love you! Davw

354-4802 to arrange details

PO Box 5253

Program Super

Lima. OH 45804

CALL

An

flees oneble rales

JOHN

NEWLOVE

2 unit avail

REAL

ESTATE

354 2260 or 352-8553
Apartmenta for Summer end Fa!

'78 l=lymouth Horizon, auto , deluxe exterior,

innovative treatment programs A outdoor adven-

wjor

Call

new brakes,

tunities lor out-patient, coneuttatlon. evaluation

deer heed taken from my apartment No quespressed

New tree,

621 E. MERRY 2 bdrm. turn. 4 persons, never
Offenhauer

radator Great buy-Cal 353-5205

caracal position st thee Flndtry, OH site Oppor-

education

$286 month Phone

354-3182 or 352-1520 Evenings

Must have

CUNJCAL SOCIAL WORKERS COUNSELING

.leek Forbes

charges

school work

4010 Columbus Ave. Sandueky. OH 44870
or Phone 626-6267

234BG.

KantworVi. N.J 07033 (201)278-0108

Don't lorget the All UAO Picnic this Sunday

no

ragh

Apply et our office txxkkno

$22,000-32.600 respectively with excel, frWant to Make MO. Please return the mounted
esked.

post

what Society Corp. can do for you Interviews al

PS You can't cal me at 12:30 at home so you
had better do it whee we're an here" No black

'ATTENTION ALL UAO MEMBERS'

or

Apptcatlont aveaatHe 9-5 at Camp

money this summer untl you check Come see

I love you-GLPC

touch
Congrelulellonsl!
"Smllee"

Cruy

yr

Private Coed Summer Camp m Pocono Mb}..
Pa

tears, and lo make me reaftze thai everything
wB be al right To you I wB be forever gr aleful

doming fashions See ya there' FIRST IMPRES-

352-6BB2

lor gate resident camp near Tiffin Must have 1

ful A pt -one tood servers

Apr! 24th and 25th Fort Room. Student Union

JOHN,

$21022000

schedule, tf no anawer days, cat after 9pm

now accepting epcecahons lor

transportation

HIKE.

hendcratt

120 Counselor & Instructor Positions Available

Through thick and thin you have always been
there lor me-to make me laugh, lo there my

NICK.

staff,

FoodServere

■tat 4 yeere ego- Theme for your Inendship

Be BETA TEAM"

waterfront

Vlctor'a Waterfront Cafe

lime. When you return, beware of the odd

"SI0MA NU

1 bdrm apta. for May & August Older home In
Quiet neighborhood Some with fkepetcet 1 yr

1 male and female roommate needed for apt

HELP WANTED

Your B-dey le Monday, you'll be gone kx a

TOM), CHUCK.

Broadway

Gaseer at 914-238-5258

pkcatlon Deadline la Wednesday. June 4
questions, eel 372-2843

CO

FOR RENT

wants

2 bedroom furnished apartments

12:30.

at SPRINOFEST! New Designs • Sungleeses a

cluded) $10 or boat otter. Cell AMR or Rob at
152-1520 on. 211 or 217 altar 4 p.m. Lam
phone number to cell you back.

649 Sixth St $450 mo paja ektc

Second

might turn your eummer around

First Impressions celebrates its 1 St Anniversary

Panasonic Itereo turntable, desk. redk) (ell In

Helper in the New York aree « up If you're B-

on

To the Dtonde-helred. blue-eyed llteguenTi

AXOI

Escort Radar Detector (with et eeooce) UtO.

tereeted In being my replacement cat Man/

Apartments

Cat

onek-JO wette per channel (2 speakers In-

I'm a 1985 BG Grad whoee year aa a Mother's

BG

Etwood Shuster.

FREE SUNGLASSES DRAWING

$100.

year

UP FOR THE WEEKEND. LOVE, LOUT

We'l do it agan with our spirit and cheers1 Go

channel pragram-

directory

there 2 bedroom apt with 2 gala for 1986-87

we wi be happy to accomodate you! Applies
bons are aveeable xi 405 Student Services Ap

We've won Beta the pest 11 years.

It

2 bedroom turruehed apartmenta

ing tor you born for the end ol absence AND
No. Ill

things you'll rlndl

Bttsnei

Apply In person

Fire Inc.. 305 Weal Herdm St.. Flndtry. OH
45840 or cat 422-5415

tltO,

August 1st Let us know when you can won.

Any

$90

mabts ecenner with
353-5882 evenings

director, and nurse needed June 18-Auguet 3

3724548

We love our RAI

terpersonal skae Each volunteer we be entitled
to one free meal lor each day worked Pre-Reg
Friday

own

$110
3O"x40" lighted Pepsi Clock 60
Hewlett-Peckerd ItC calculator, new conoV
ton,

letse
Unt counselors,

WANTED: Female, non smoking roommate to

-The Gala ol 2nd Eaal
Crelg Sommera

Itoorwekera

Mokne. OH. 43485 838-7826

Hope you had a great week'

lor Pre- Reg Student Volunteers It is a great op-

through

bartenders A

Want to tee the Big Apple?

SARAH WACHUNASI!

Pre

Registration Stall is now accepting appkcations

Furnlthed.

350 kx pern only $75. King alia waterbed

your experience DJ's. wart-staff, kitchen help.

353-7584.

eummer.

Zenith Color TV

$80 Dorm tile refrtgeretor $ I 00 Seen) Kanmore Haciowave oven $120 '71 Honda CB

Cat Jay 372-3139

Gtaa City Boerdwt*. 27820 E

for

•74 Honda CB 450 $560

conetruchon. Are proofed, University approved

uiwtlei Included. 352-1131.

SIG EP-tETA

CO-OP CLUB SPRING PICNIC

CO-OP CLUB SPUING PICNIC

7th

Grtdutle

needed

MUST SELL

Ik,

Superior Quality Single Sttl Loft, excetent

Totedo'e neweet nightclub reetaurent

Own

perience

20% off everything In the tlore

Free food A drink for club members

Summer

86

4th Annual Spring Cleerance Sale

LOVE.

CO-OP CLUB SPRING PICNIC

Love ye's. Sybil. Trtxie A Bubbles

Summer

at utttttee paid. Cal

111-2018.

ssx-stx-sax

The Sisters ol Pi Beta Phi

To the boys ol 1230 E Wooster

lor

noommoteo needed lor large house summer

BETA tOO

HAPPY

needed

$110-month

Roommate

cat

Apply st Klnko't
325 E Wooeter

Need lemtle roommate lo euMeeee very nice
ant. lor June through August. Ctll Ren,,.
KAPPA SIGMA

information

Temporery Help Warned

only Own room, cats welcome

THIS IS OUR YEAR

MATTHEW

The

Roommate

or

Mutt be available August 20

SOMEONE TO SUBLEASE APART

372-3838 or 372-3139

total happiness and success in en that you do'

MONTHS

$720-mo. For Interview
(2161861-6200

bedroom

FOR SALE

CINDY WMMMH
THANKS FOR A GREAT 2 YEARS ANO 11

positions open on na Er»nomtc-

Need 1 female non smoking roommate for our

At the I Mt Springiest

You made things just great1
Cause we had a Dal

eummer-fl

Environmental Campaign abaft. Starting sektry

GREEN FROM MAY 10 TO AUGUST 27 FURNISHED CALL 353-1 528 ANYTIME

THE SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY

You l know who to cal'

Pick your own

1987 354-1388. after 7pm

Olane, Karen, and Ida

be and who would have ever thought 77? Love

So next lane you need help

you graduate'

netoneffy known products For an appointment.
cal 353 7877

1986-Sormg

MENT IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTWON BOWLING

ing you my friendship and my wan to you tor

We wan! to say thank you

wanted lor Fen

Congretuasttons on your Bete Lavakemgi Love.

end I we be thinking about you* Since you don't
want anything tangfcle lor your birthday I'm giv-

But we didn't have the paint
So. you came to our rescue

rmle

NEEDED

FOR SALE

We wanted to do the rock

or F

Tereee end Pole

Thanks lor making lormal the beet It could ever

Happy Belhday' Have a greet weekend

YOU!"

come before

carat

$250 value, eel $176 Cat 372-4311 ask lor

tunity to atari bunding a career or second In-

Cat 363-0010

2

3 see also

Chrle Chekrrlti

To our BETA helper Mark

mono pendant one qtr

Summer Income A beyono-exceptionel oppor-

$ 150 mo

»80 372-8808

Spring Worth $150 Wl eel $76. (nag ) Die

Carry-out Del, 40-44 hours-week
Contact rwn or Martyn (410) 885-3793

Deb at 353-9205

etmoel brand new

PO Box 7861 Hewn Heed Island, SC 29938

at

home. Summer 1986 and It's aveeable now1

alone et nlohti

Admission Free

Jeff

'88 race, large apt, 2 ful bathe, lunvehed Cal

M

BEWARE THE DREAD SLED

Frl. 4-25 Kobecker ■ PM

Cat

Teehrece 35 watt receiver Excetent condition

«"'l brown tailored leether coel ORE*! lor

Summer lobe In Cleveland Otto Pubkc Interest
Campaign. Ohio'! leading citizens lobby hat

ING1 GAMMA PMI LOVE AND HUGS. CORRINE

University Band

tor

houra; be m business on your own distributing

ON YOUR GAMMA PHI PHI PSI LAVAUER-

1

Amusement

Put m Bey Island

NINETEEN

We've got Beta m XI Bag

Breasts ol tremendoua proportion
Stacy Sleinmtn

1

appecshons

Cal Joy. 362-0958

AND BMARK CIRIf LLO CONGRATULATIONS

Busty (buste) ed|

rent

Lines

accepting

employment' To receive an eprjloandn and kv
lomvatton. write. Tourtem Inlormation Servtoee

eded tor summer of '88.
cheap

Summer Own bedroom

TO BGSU'S CUTEST COUPLE LAURIE FOX

WANT

apartment,

Cn.ee

now

Summer Employment

Female roommate to there mobile home lor

Beta In XI Beg

Kim

Suspended 2 bed loft lor i
Cal Lore 2 1319

372-3132

AX Love 1 Sprit. BIG KAY

Congratulations on being selected WBGU.
WFAL Sports Director Your Sig Ep Brothers

Hotels.
are

LOW

1 to 3 female roommates needed for Summer

Mu Thete Cr. Bvtkenng

WE

Parka

1 cr 2 roorsmskei

WHITE ROSE

UJOLENE

OS Awards- I St*love va'

Reeort

RENT CALL CATHY AT 372-4807

LAMBDA CHI FORMAL

10.1 12. Cat

SIOO or beat offer
1 Non-emokhg etudkxje female roommate to

BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT

LAMBDA CM FORMAL

1*16); CALL 2-3878 AETEB 8 P.M.

765-0015

there one bedroom apartment Summer '86

88-87 SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2

na Perrota end Jim Kmcaid on their recent Phi

iknM

9

i norvtxnoking roommate needed for
I lo rent apt on Scott Hemelon St

drink legeKyl

Thenka--

AX'S 00 HAWAUN

PROVED. $80. WITH OB WTTMOLIT COUCH

Cat Chertne. 353-0409

1 OH 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR

AX'S GO HAWAUN

The tetters ol Pt» Mu want to congratuktte Jen-

SUSPENDED LOFT. WHITE. UNIVERSITY AP-

Al mexjra coneldered
Interviews held Friday Mey

Happy itth IKthdey! Now you can Until,
I Love You, Jenny

$' 25 to atari Several Openings

(December omouelel Cal Jane 354-1010

and-or lor 88-87 Cal 3621879

Ksiwy MifiMi

Cat 352-8825 after Bom

Flat time summer fxatp wanted
1 Female looking lor a place to tve xi the Ft!

Ken Hunter
Congretell On your BAE leveHerlng to Jarmel

Mobet home lor sale New carpeting > skirting

CLEVELANO AREA RESIDENTS

Preferred Properties Co
Cat 362-9378
Avaleble-1 bedroom, unfumiehed apt 86-87

1973 Olcaijea, 88 Convertible v 8 sir. bkak

school year Cable pool, clubhouse, good loce

on white

ton Cal 2-8302 after 5 pm

TMe re the BO Ride. Don't mies It.

$1200 or beat offer 354-5803. Gue

Bedrooms lor eummer 1 -2 block from campus

1974 Buck Opel FM stereo, cassette $400

Furnlehed. washer-dryer Cal John alter 4 p

Runs wet, HHe rust Cal Tom 372-1937

354-0912

12:45. Food, fun, t games for ALL!
AXO'S

WARNING

Kappa Kappe Gamma
HaaOol IT-

Wee) 1 and 2 atea Spot t Rover ekes KA t DC

BETA FEVER!

have been found learning at the mouth (more

8-22

than usual), were taken lo a vet A were found to

FICE (Student Services Bug ) for On Camput

have fables, flees and worms If they have bitten

Interviews lo be held Apr! 29th Irom 11 -8pm

Beta's almost here
Let's get reedy to cheer
We're gome have some Hawailn tun

KAPPA SIGMA BETA TEAM

Cause *i spelt, we re No I

Dermy, Todd. Bruce. Jell Marti A Eric

Love. Big Maureen, Li Judie 1 Grand La Trah

12 85

you aiefy. I urge you lo gel a vaccination im
modielery Thanks!

lo 13 6 lor the groovtn. deluxe 6 The tradition
Alpha XI DeHe lormal was Number 1
Yeera Theme waa ions ol fun

New

WE LOVE OUR GAMMA PHI SENIORS

begins Saturday

The dinner we

Love, your sisters

PS No 19!
KAPPA SIGMA PRIDE
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Inside Toledo

Friday/Dave Kellmeyei

With the walls of the
University closing in on
most students faced with
upcoming exams, escape fills many minds.
But, with temperatures
fluctuating between 30
degrees and 70, inside
seems the best place to
remain.
And yet, remaining indoors may not be so bad,
especially if they are
among the many different
entertainment and restaurant facilities of Toledo.
With Portside, Cruiseliners, restaurants, malls
and concert halls, inside
Toledo can offer that interesting escape Toledoens enjoy every day.
Richard Goldman,
Port Side General Manager, said, "Toledo is the
most liveable city I've
ever encountered. It's
large enough to be interesting yet small enough
to be charming."

Portside's shopping
array to soon change
by Sue Eberhart
Friday reporter
New things are happening at Portside Festival
Marketplace. Don't worry, you can still1 sample
the most delicious pastries and fudge, choose from
a selection of contemporary fashions and enjoy
live entertainment as you stroll through the many
distinctive shops. But, soon there will be even
more to enjoy at Portside.
Sixteen new shops will be opening by mid May
ranging from Chandree cosmetics, featuring custom blended makeup to Captain Creole, a store
specializing in Cajun cuisine.
Louie's Lightening Grill is the newest restaurant which will be opening at Portside. "It will
clearly be the place to be seen in Toledo," according to Richard C. Goldman, Portside general
manager.
The restaurant, which will overlook the river,
will specialize in liors d'oeuvres and drinks served
from a 70-foot antique bar. The menu will include
New York-style food as well as chicken and steak
entrees.
Customers will also be able to sit outside and
watch their food being prepared in an outdoor
barbeque pit.
Returning are the newly renovated Steve's Ice
Cream and Original Cookie Company. The new
Steve's will be one and a half times larger than the
original store. Each store will feature their own
distinct selection of mouth-watering treats.
Two new clothing stores will be opening. Michael David Limited, an extension of their main
downtown store, will offer a distinctive collection
of men's clothing. For the younger

generation, Kinder Haus, a children's clothing
boutique, will feature imported clothing for infants and children.
"One of our goals is to provide customers with
more destinational shopping," according to Goldman. "Tourists represent a significant share of
our customers, but our primary market is within
one hour of Portside and that is why we must cater
to them."
Executive Row will be expanding to feature a
large selection of stationery and office supplies
catering to customers in and around the downtown
area.
Other new shops which will be opening are
Broasted Chicken and The Shoe Merchant. The
Bag Lady will feature a wide selection of handbags and accessories.
Another new addition to Portside will be a
bazaar. It will be divided into a number of smaller
stores featuring theme crafts such as glass blowing, stained glass makers and weavers. Individual
shops within the bazaar will change as often as
weekly.
One of the new stores which is already open is
the Benetton clothing store. In the three short
months that it has been in business it has become
the top volume Benetton store in all of Ohio,
Indiana and Michigan.
If you visited Portside before and found it
interesting, then visiting it again will allow you to
discover more.
"We like to keep it interesting and continue to
feature merchandise you haven't seen anywhere
else," Goldman said.

20,000 gather by Maumee

Rallying into summer
by Diane Docis
Friday reporter
People gathered near the water, sipping on beer under the
hot sun. Although these may
sound like the ingredients for a
spring break in Florida, it actually describes a summer tradition in Toledo, Ohio.
The fourth season of Rallies
by the River begins on Friday,
May 16 in Promenade Park on
the Maumee River. The Toledo
Jaycees are sponsoring the first
rally and are trying to get a
nationally-known band to entertain at the event, according to
Diana Thomure. Toledo department of natural resources special projects coordinator.
Non-profit organizations are
chosen through a lottery to spon-

sor the rallies and must pay the
city $3100 for such services as
clean-up and portable toilets. In
addition to choosing the entertainment, the sponsors are reponsible for providing extra
security for the city park, 150
volunteers and enough beer and
pop to quench the thirst of a
crowd that may reach 20,000.
The city spends $6000 for every rally for added police and
personnel. They have also obtained $300,000 of liquor liability
insurance for each event, although Thomure said the Department of Natural Resources
wanted $1 million.
The average net profit for the
"parties in the park" is $10,000,
Thomure said.
"Money raised by the sponsoring groups must be earmarked

specifically for programming
that will have an impact on the
greater Toledo area." she explained. "For example, the University of Toledo Rocket Club is
one of this summer's sponsors
and is putting their profits toward scholarships."
The idea for Rallies by the
River came to Toledo from the
Columbus Rally in the Alley and
a similar weekly activity in Cincinnati. "The main purpose behind the Toledo rallies is to
animate the downtown area with
a people-gathering event," Thomure said. "It also benefits Toledo by benefitting the city's
non-profit organizations."
The rallies run from 4-7:30
p.m. on Fridays through Sep-

Fridav/Joe Phelan
A Rally by the River is held every Friday afternoon during the summer in downtown Toledo. During one held
last summer, the riverfront was crowded with thousands of people partying in the park or in the boats on the
Maumee River.

Tony Packo's restaurants spice up the palate
by John P. Gliebe
Friday reporter
Ask the natives of the Glass City
where to go to find good food, and you'll
bear one recommendation time and
time again. Tony Packo's Cafe, at the
corner of Front Street and Consaul
Street in East Toledo, is the home of the
original Hungarian hot dog.
It looks innocent enough nestled in its

bun, a red sausage split down the
middle, sprinkled with onions and mustard, snuggling under a thick blanket of
rich, brown meat sauce. Add a little
shredded cheese, if you please.
Just another chili dog, you say?
Wait until the sensual aroma lures
you in for the first bite. There now,
taste the difference?
The first bite leads you on to the
second bite, and before you know

it... it's gone, and you're left begging
for more. But, be careful not to over
indulge, because this dog might just
bite back.
Although famous for these gastronomic delights, Tony Packo's is far more
than just hot dogs. It's a Toledo landmark, offering uve entertainment on
weekends with the Cake Walkin' Jass
Band and a menu featuring a variety of
homemade Hungarian disnes.

In addition to the famous frankfurter, Tony Packo's menu boasts of
Hungarian hamburgers, stuffed cabbage, roast beef, hot pickles and peppers, baked beans, homemade strudel
and something called a chili sundae. On
Fridays, several seafood entrees are
added to the menu.
Prices are reasonable, with the famous Hungarian hot dogs going for
$1.65 each. Although not much by to-

day's standards, that price seems pretty steep in comparison to the original
Hungarian hot dog, pioneered by the
late Tony Packo, Sr. during the Great
Depression. It sold for a nickel.
According to office manager Bev
Hamilton, Tony Packo opened his tavern in 1932 selling a sausage sandwich
for a dime. However, with times being
what they were, she says Packo reaf
* D See Packo's, page 14.
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Where is your favorite place to go in Toledo?

Interviews/Barb Symbollk
Jay Leather-man, sophomore
secondary education/social
studies major, Dayton: "Real
Seafood Company at Portside.
It's the kind of place I'd like to
own one of these days. It has
atmosphere."

Lori Babcock, sophomore interior design major, Gahanna:
"Portside. It's fun and there are
a lot of neat things to look at.
Anything to escape from Bowling Green."

Ted Keyser senior broadcast
journalism major, Westerville:
''Bombay Bicycle Club. Tliey
have great food and the atmosphere is fun. I like to go there
and drink with my friends. They
have huge drinks."

Scott Standruf, senior marketing major, Lima: "Tony
Packo's. It has great food and a
nice atmosphere. You can sit
down and drink and socialize
with friends."

Michael Jackson, sophomore
undecided major, Detroit,
Mich.: "I like the Southwyck
mall because I like to go shopfiing. My favorite place to go is
he Leather Loft to look
around."

Friday/Peter Fellman
Margie Soller, sophomore interior design major, Marysville:
"I like the Southwyck mall. It
was really decorated nice when
we went at Christmas. There are
all kinds of things to do and see
I love the DunkfiV Donut Shop "
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Local cruises alternative to 'Love Boat'
by Valerie Lonero
Friday reporter

If you're searching for a "Gopher' or "Doc" on some infamous "Love Boat," you might
not have to look much further.
Just about 20 miles north at
Portside in Toledo, dock cruiseliners which offer customers
mini-cruises of dining and dancing.
"People get to sightsee, eat
and be entertained on the
cruises," said Julie Leister, media buyer at Kenny Associates,
the company which represents
the Toledo River Cruise Lines.
"I think the people really enjoy
the cruises because they can
relax, be served and just being
on the boat is fun."
"The cruises are the best attraction at Portside because
there is so much to do," she said.
The Arawanna Queen, the ATawanna Princess and the Arawanna II cruise ships are the
three ships docked on the Maumee River.
The Arawanna II cruises invite customers to sightsee along
the Maumee for public cruises
or private charters.
"It accomodates 48 people
who can enjoy the sights of the
Maumee River," Leister said.
"There is a narrative about the
river highlighting the grain
mills, the elegant estates and,
basically, the history of Toledo."

All cruises began April 15 and
run until October 15. Public
rides for the Arawanna U run
daily from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
are $3.50 for adults during the
week and $4 on weekends. Admission for children is $2.
"If someone is waiting to
board the ship, a popular place
to wait is at The Moorings,"
Leister said.
The Moorings is a floating
restaurant which offers luncheons highlighting sandwich
specials which are all named
after local historical figures.
Salad and desert specials are
also offered.
"People usually wait on The
Moorings before they board
their cruise to visit the gift shop
or stop in Chief Turkey Foot s
Floating Pub, a lounge which
has nightly entertainment,"
Leister said.
For people who are interested
in taking a longer cruise, the
Toledo River Cruise Lines features a scenic cruise of the Lake
Erie Islands on the Arawanna
Q-ieen, with a special visit to
Put-In-Bay. The twelve-hour
Put-In-Bay cruises are from
June 8- Sept. 1 and cost $49.75 for
adults and $34.75 for children.
The key points of interest during the morning of the Put-InBay cruise include the famous
Toledo Harbor Light, the hundreds of fishing boats and West

The Arawana Princess cruises past fishermen on the Maumee River.
starts on the two-hour evening dinner cruise.

Sister Island.
Once at the island, people can
visit Perry's monument, which
marks the commander's victory
in the War of 1812, caves, hundred-year-old wineries, gift
shops and the lighthouse.

UAO CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS

MoMW rYlWON

WEEKEND
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$l.Meach

While the Arawanna Queen
accomodates more than 400 people, it also features an evening

8 p.m.
"...AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT"

dance cruise of music from the
1930's to the 70's.
"The Arawanna Queen dance
cruise attracts a younger crowd,
but at the same time, the senior
citizens love it, too," Leister
said. "All the cruises are very
popular at Portside because
they are elegant and well-organized."
The Arawanna Queen offers a

The paddle wheel boat leaves the downtown Toledo skyline behind as it

two-hour cruise to a much
crowd as well. The
Saturday Morning Zoo
begins with a breakfast
buffet soon after departure from
the Walbridge Park Marina and
runs from 9-11 a.m.

E:T

The Zoo Cruise features live
animals on board and entertainment by the personnel who dress

up as animals. The cruise, which,
runs from June 7- Sept. 6, costs
$13.25 for adults and $7.25 for
children.
The Arawanna cruises include
special event trips such as holiday, sing-along fun and fall color
cruises. There are many different cruises which offer dinner:
and dance specials.

Starving artists to get aid

10 p.m.
"LIFE OF BRIAN"
UrtftadWtay

MIDNIGHT
"THE MEANING OF LIFE"

by Donny Roush
assistant Friday editor

Toledo's number of starving
artists should shrink in corning
months thanks to $12,384 in
grants available to qualified individuals.

It's a marketplace. It's a festival.
Three hundred and sixty-five days a
year.
Portside is another adventure. In the
nearly 60 distinctive shops, kiosks and
pushcarts, you'll find magnificent
merchandise. The latest fashions. Fascinating crafts. Exotic candles. Gifts
from the sea. Puppets, toys and kites.
Plus a host of other pleasant surprises.

You 'II also savor the tastes and smells
of excellent foods. Sit-down dinners
in enchanting atmospheres.
Mouth-watering pastries, candies and
ice cream. Everything from fresh cut
meats to fresh roasted nuts.
Come, join the festival at Portside.
You'll never want to leave.

Deadline for applying for individual grants is June 6.
Eighteen Toledo area nonprofit organizations received
grants from ACGT in March.
This program, like the new
awards for individuals, is a re-

cent innovation in arts funding.
The ACGT regranted $45^16 derived from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Ohio
Arts Council matched by the
City of Toledo.
Such a model used in both the
Toledo programs has been used
to encourage local determination of arts funding neeeds,
said Linda Dove, ACGT grants
coordinator.
Four programs at the University reaped a total of $10,551
from the March allocations. The
awards were as follows:
• "Arts Unlimited," sponsored by Continuing Education $3 829
• College of Musical Arts "7th
Annual Music Festival -$2,406
• WBGU Channel 57's "Art
Beat Focus"-$2,738
• "Material Images," a show
in the School of Art Gallery $1,578.

wmm

For MM travel information, wrile:
Poruidt Festival Marketplace
408 N. Summit Slrttt
Downtown SeaGate
Toledo. Ohio 41606

Monday - Saturday 10 am-10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.-7p.m.

Summer Hours:

The monies have been provided by the National Endowment for the Arts and the Ohio
Arts Council (OAC), matched by
funds from the City of Toledo.
The Arts Commission of Greater
Toledo (ACGT) will award project grants for the first time to
professionals in the disciplines
of music, theater, dance, literature and visual arts. The ACGT
Grants Program is now available to individuals because of
toe Ohio Arts Council Challenge
Grant Program, where the
ACGT raised $2 for every $1
granted by the OAC.

ACGT Executive Director David Hudson said this program is
an innovation for the Toledo art
community. "The individual
artist grants will enable our
community artists to take their
works directly to the public to
enhance the many arts programs and projects funded in
part by the ACGT," explained
Hudson.
Toledo area professional artists may apply for funds to present their original works to area
audiences. Awards will be made
on a competative basis for projects presented between August
1,1986 and June 30, 1987.

/Restaurant hours vary)
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Museum livens up art Top ten videocassetes
by Julie Bell
Friday reporter

Most people think of art
museums as boring, but Edward Drummond Libbey,
who founded The Toledo Museum of Art in 1901, and
George Stevens, who became
director in 1903, thought their
museum was one of those few
that was, and remains, excit-

X
the early days of the
museum, lectures and classes

were given to people in factories, stores and houses to
kindle people's interest in art
while renovation of the main
building, where The Toledo
Museum of Art is now located, took place. During renovation, the artwork was
stored in two houses.
Today, the spirit is kept
alive by Roger Mandle, who
is currently the director of the
museum.
Besides offering classes
and workshops, the Museum
displays special exhibitions
along with the over 40 galleries filled with world-renowned artwork.
Between April 1 and August
31, the following exhibitions
will be on display in the Museum for those interested in

taking a fascinating and educational trip during the summer months.
"Images of the Floating
World: Japanese Woodblock
Prints" will display prints by
Ukiyo-e artists and 20th century artists who are interested in reviving the older
Ukiyo-e woodblock technique,
style and choice of subject.
These prints depict Japanese
landscapes and people.
Beginning May 11, the
"68th Annual Toledo Area
Artisits' Exhibition" will feature work by artisits from 17
area counties. Awards and
prizes will be given for outstanding works of art and
crafts ui the exhibition on
May 10.
The "Jean Dubuffet: Prints
and Books from the Bareiss
Collection" exhibition will be
on display starting April 28.
The exhibition will feature
Erints and illustrated books
y Jean Dubuffet, who was
famous for promoting Art
Brut.
Donald Richie, an internationally acclaimed expert on
Japanese film, will open a

five program film series, Kurosawa and the Samuri in
Japanese Film on May 14. He
will open with a lecture entiUed"Kurosawa: The Man
and His Film."
Besides exhibitions and
film series, the Toledo Museum of Art offers classes and
workshops to people of all
ages. During April, adult and
children's workshops on arranging flowers, black ink
painting and glass blowing
are being offered.
Concerts are performed
and tours are given throughout the year. The Toledo Symphony will perform several
evenings at the museum in
April and May.
Located in the Museum is a
Collector's Corner sales and
rental gallery, an art supply
store, a bookstore and a library.
The Toledo Museum of Art
is open Tuesday through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Sundays from 1-5 p.m. It is
closed on Mondays and holidays. Admission to the museum is free.

The following are the most
popular videocassettes as they
appear in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine. Copyright
1906, Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with permission.

VTDEOCASSETTE SALES
l."Jane Fonda's New Workout" (Karl-Lorimar)
2."Return of the Jedi" (CBSFox)
3."Wltness" (Paramount)
4."Jane Fonda's Workout"

(Karl-Lorimar)
5."Pinocchio" (Disney)
6."Beverly Hills Cop" (Paramount)
7."Commando" (CBS-Fox)
8."The Goonies" (Warner)
9."Rambo: First Blood Part
H" (Thom-EMI)

2."Commando" (CBS-Fox)
3."Silverado" (RCA-Columbia)
4."Prizzi's Honor" (Vestron)
5."The Goonies" (Warner)
6."Witness" (Paramount)
7."Pee-Wee's Big Adventure"

l0."The Sound of Music"
(CBS-Fox)

(Warner)
8."Kiss of the Spider Woman"
(Charter)

VIDEOCASSETTE RENTALS
l."Return of the Jedi" (CBSFox)

9."Rambo: First Blood Part
H" (Thom-EMI)
10."Frlght Night" (RCA-Columbia)

84 U.S. stamps to debut
WASHINGTON (AP) -Stamps
honoring attorney Belva Ann
Lockwood and Navajo art will
be issued later this year, the
U.S. Postal Service said
Wednesday.
The new issues will bring to 84
the number of stamps scheduled
for release by the Postal Service
this year.
The four Navajo art stamps
will be worth 22 cents.

The Lockwood stamp, honoring the first woman admitted to
practice before the Supreme
Court, will cost 17 cents and
replace a 1981 stamp picturing
environmentalist-author Rachel
Carson.
Each ounce after the first
ounce on a first-class letter costs
17 cents to mail.
The Postal Service also an-
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Monday, April 28.
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However, no information was
released on which of the thousands of suggestions were accepted for forwarding to the
Postmaster General tor final
approval.
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nounced that the advisory committee that helps selects
subjects for future stamps has
completed its work on the 1987
stamp program.
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Local cruises alternative to 'Love Boat
by Valerie Lonero
Friday reporter

If you're searching for a "Gopher or "Doc" on some infamous "Love Boat," you might
not have to look much further.
Just about 20 miles north at
Portside in Toledo, dock cruiseliners which offer customers
mini-cruises of dining and dancing.
''People get to sightsee, eat
and be entertained on the
cruises," said Julie Leister, media buyer at Kenny Associates,
the company which represents
the Toledo River Cruise Lines.
"I think the people really enjoy
the cruises because they can
relax, be served and just being
on the boat is fun."
"The cruises are the best attraction at Portside because
there is so much to do," she said.
The Ara wanna Queen, the Arawanna Princess and the ATa wanna II cruise ships are the
three ships docked on the Maumee River.
The Arawanna II cruises invite customers to sightsee along
the Maumee for public cruises
or private charters.
''it accomodates 48 people
who can enjoy the sights of the
Maumee River," Leister said.
"There is a narrative about the
river highlighting the grain
mills, the elegant estates and,
basically, the history of Toledo."

All cruises began April 15 and
run until October 15. Public
rides for the Arawanna U run
daily from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
are $3.50 for adults during the
week and $4 on weekends. Admission for children is $2.
"If someone is waiting to
board the ship, a popular place
to wait is at The Moorings,"
Leister said.
The Moorings is a floating
restaurant which offers luncheons highlighting sandwich
specials which are all named
after local historical figures.
Salad and desert specials are
also offered.
"People usually wait on The
Moorings before they board
their cruise to visit the gift shop
or stop in Chief Turkey Foot's
Floating Pub, a lounge which
has nightly entertainment,"
Leister said.
For people who are interested
in taking a longer cruise, the
Toledo River Cruise Lines features a scenic cruise of the Lake
Erie Islands on the Arawanna
Q'teen, with a special visit to
Put-In-Bay. The twelve-hour
Put-In-Bay cruises are from
June 8- Sept. 1 and cost $49.75 for
adults ana $34.75 for children.
The key points of interest during the morning of the Put-InBay cruise include the famous
Toledo Harbor Light, the hundreds of fishing boats and West

UAO CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS

MONTY PYTrlOM WtttfND,
FRIDAY/SATURDAY, APRIL 25-26
210 NSC
$1.M each

The Arawana Princess cruises past fishermen on the Maumee River. The paddle wheel boat leaves the downtown Toledo skyline behind as it
starts on the two-hour evening dinner cruise.

Sister Island.
Once at the island, people can
visit Perry's monument, which
marks the commander's victory
in the War of 1812, caves, hundred-year-old wineries, gift
shops and the lighthouse.
While the Arawanna Queen
accomodates more than 400 people, it also features an evening

8 p.m.
"...AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT"

dance cruise of music from the
1930's to the 70's.
"The Arawanna Queen dance
cruise attracts a younger crowd,
but at the same time, the senior
citizens love it, too," Leister
said. "All the cruises are very
popular at Portside because
they are elegant and well-organized."
The Arawanna Queen offers a

The Arawanna cruises include
special event trips such as holiday, sing-along fun and fall color',
cruises. There are many differ-:
ent cruises which offer dinner:
and dance specials.

UnltadWag

MIDNIGHT
"THE MEANING OF LIFE"

by Donny Roush
assistant Friday editor

Toledo's number of starving
artists should shrink in coming
months thanks to (12,384 in
grants available to qualified individuals.

It's a marketplace. It's a festival.
Three hundred and sixty-five days a
year.
Portside is another adventure. In the
nearly 60 distinctive shops, kiosks and
pushcarts, you'll find magnificent
merchandise. The latest fashions. Fascinating crafts. Exotic candles. Gifts
from the sea. Puppets, toys and kites.
Plus a host of other pleasant surprises.

You 'II also savor the tastes and smells
of excellent foods. Sit-down dinners
in enchanting atmospheres.
Mouth-watering pastries, candies and
ice cream. Everything from fresh cut
meats to fresh roasted nuts.
Come, join the festival at Portside.
You'll never want to leave.

Portside Festival Marketplace
40t N. Summit Street
Downtown SeaGate
Toledo, Ohio 43606

Monday ■ Saturday 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday II a.m.!p.m.

live .in Northwest
No matter where you ....
Ohio you are only a few minutes away from
Southwyck Shopping Center. Conveniently
locoted just off Ohio Turnpike Exit 4 or the
Airport Highway (SR2) Exit of 1-475, Southwyck is easily accessible, and a fun place to
shop.
Over 100 stores offer a variety to meet your
every need including women's apparel
shops, men's stores, shoe stores, music and
jewelry shops and gift and specialty shops.
Also available are a full-time drug-store,
banking services, an optical office, videoarcade gome rooms, hair salons, an auto
service center and three lorge department

The monies have been provided by the National Endowment for the Arts and the Ohio
Arts Council (OAC), matched by
funds from the City of Toledo.
The Arts Commission of Greater
Toledo (ACGT) will award project grants for the first time to
professionals in the disciplines
of music, theater, dance, literature and visual arts. The ACGT
Grants Program is now available to individuals because of
the Ohio Arts Council Challenge
Grant Program, where the
ACGT raised $2 for every $1
granted by the OAC.

ACGT Executive Director David Hudson said this program is
an innovation for the Toledo art
community. "The individual
artist grants will enable our
community artists to take their
works directly to the public to
enhance the many arts programs and projects funded in
part by the ACGT," explained
Hudson.
Toledo area professional artists may apply for funds to present their original works to area
audiences. Awards will be made
on a competative basis for projects presented between August
1,1986 and June 30,1987.
Deadline for applying for individual grants is June 6.
Eighteen Toledo area nonprofit organizations received
grants from ACGT in March.
This program, like the new
awards for individuals, is a re-

cent innovation in arts funding.
The ACGT regranted $45,616 derived from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Ohio
Arts Council matched by the
City of Toledo.
Such a model used in both the
Toledo programs has been used
to encourage local determination of arts funding neeeds,
said Linda Dove, ACGT grants
coordinator.
Four programs at the University reaped a total of $10,551
from the March allocations. The
awards were as follows:
• "Arts Unlimited," sponsored by Continuing Education $3,829
• College of Musical Arts "7th
Annual Music Festival -$2,406
• WBGU Channel 57's "Art
Beat Focus" -$2,738
• "Material Images," a show
in the School of Art Gallery $1,578.
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For more travel information, write:
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SOUTHWYCK

Southwyck
Shopping
Center

The Zoo Cruise features live
animals on board and entertainment by the personnel who dress

up as animals. The cruise, which;;
runs from June 7- Sept. 6, costs
(13.25 for adults and $7.25 for
children.

Starving artists to get aid

10 p.m.
"LIFE OF BRIAN"

Summer Hours:

two-hour cruise to a much
younger crowd as well. The
Queen Saturday Morning Zoo
Cruise begins with a breakfast
buffet soon after departure from
the Walbridge Park Marina and
runs from 9-11 a.m.

WHERE SHOPPING IS PUN
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

stores ... lion's Fashion Store, Montgomery Ward's and lion for the Home Store.
A unique combination of full-service and
fast food restaurants allow you to take a
relaxing break from shopping while in the
Center. And, there is always something
going on at Southwyck from car or boat
shows to antique or craft shows and varied
community events,
Southwyck Shopping Center is open for
business seven days a week, Monday Saturday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday's
from 12-6 p.m.

WOODVILLE MALL
uotU 11* Eat otl-280 on Wood* Rod
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Museum livens up art Top ten videocassetes
by Julie Bell
Friday reporter

Most people think of art
museums as boring, but Edward Drummond Libbey,
who founded The Toledo Museum of Art in 1901, and
George Stevens, who became
director in 1903, thought their
museum was one of those few
that was, and remains, excit-

"t
the early days of the
museum, lectures and classes

were given to people in factories, stores and houses to
kindle people's interest in art
while renovation of the main
building, where The Toledo
Museum of Art is now located, took place. During renovation, the artwork was
stored in two houses.
Today, the spirit is kept
alive by Roger Mandle, who
is currently the director of the
museum.
Besides offering classes
and workshops, the Museum
displays special exhibitions
along with the over 40 galleries filled with world-renowned artwork.
Between April 1 and August
31, the following exhibitions
will be on display in the Museum for those interested in

taking a fascinating and educational trip during the summer months.
"Images of the Floating
World: Japanese Woodblock
Prints" will display prints by
Ukiyche artists and 20th century artists who are interested in reviving the older
Ukiyoe woodblock technique,
style and choice of subject.
These prints depict Japanese
landscapes and people.
Beginning May 11, the
"68th Annual Toledo Area
Artisits' Exhibition" will feature work by artisits from 17
area counties. Awards and
prizes will be given for outstanding works of art and
crafts in the exhibition on
May 10.
The "Jean Dubuffet: Prints
and Books from the Bareiss
Collection" exhibition will be
on display starting April 26.
The exhibition will feature
Erints and illustrated books
y Jean Dubuffet, who was
famous for promoting Art
Brut.
Donald Richie, an internationally acclaimed expert on
Japanese film, will open a

five program film series, Kurosawa and the Samuri in
Japanese Film on May 14. He
will open with a lecture entitled"Kurosawa: The Man
and His Film."
Besides exhibitions and
film series, the Toledo Museum of Art offers classes and
workshops to people of all
ages. During April, adult and
children's workshops on arranging flowers, black ink
painting and glass blowing
are being offered.
Concerts are performed
and tours are given throughout the year. The Toledo Symphony will perform several
evenings at the museum in
April and May.
Located in the Museum is a
Collector's Corner sales and
rental gallery, an art supply
store, a bookstore and a library.
The Toledo Museum of Art
is open Tuesday through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Sundays from 1-5 p.m. It is
closed on Mondays and holidays. Admission to the museum is free.

The following are the most
popular videocassettes as they
appear in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine. Copyright
1906, Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with permission.

VIDEOCASSETTE SALES
l."Jane Fonda's New Workout" (Karl-Lorimar)
2."Retum of the Jedi" (CBSFox)
3."Witness" (Paramount)
4."Jane Fonda's Workout"

(Karl-Lorimar)
5."Pinocchio" (Disney)
6."Beverly Hills Cop" (Paramount)
7."Commando" (CBS-Fox)
8."The Goonies" (Warner)
9."Rambo: First Blood Part
n" (Thom-EMI)

2."Commando" (CBS-Fox)
3."Silverado" (RCA-Columbia)
4."Prizzi's Honor" (Vestron)
5."The Goonies" (Warner)
6."Witness" (Paramount)
7."Pee-Wee's Big Adventure"

10."The Sound of Music"
(CBS-Fox)

(Warner)
8. "Kiss of the Spider Woman"
(Charter)

VIDEOCASSETTE RENTALS
l."Return of the Jedi" (CBSFox)

9."Rambo: First Blood Part
O" (Thom-EMI)
10."Fright Night" (RCA-Columbia)

84 U.S. stamps to debut
WASHINGTON (AP) ^Stamps
honoring attorney Belva Ann
Lockwood and Navajo art will
be issued later this year, the
U.S. Postal Service said
Wednesday.
The new issues will bring to 84
the number of stamps scheduled
for release by the Postal Service
this year.
The four Navajo art stamps
will be worth 22 cents.

The Lockwood stamp, honoring the first woman admitted to
Eractice before the Supreme
ourt, will cost 17 cents and
replace a 1981 stamp picturing
environmentalist-author Rachel
Carson.
Each ounce after the first
ounce on a first-class letter costs
17 cents to mail.
The Postal Service also an-

nounced that the advisory committee that helps selects
subjects for future stamps has
completed its work on the 1987
stamp program.
However, no information was
released on which of the thousands of suggestions were accepted for forwarding to the
Postmaster General tor final
approval.
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Local malls offer wide selection of goods
by Lisa Stablein
Friday reporter

Many people couldn't begin to
imagine a monstrosity equal in
size to the Del Amo Fashion
Center in Torrance, California.
Being the world's largest mall,
it could conceivably take all of
Toledo's malls combined twice
to match it.
But size isn't everything.
More important than a mall's
size is its proximity. And as it
happens, Toledo offers Bowling
Green four malls within 45
miles.
The closest, and perhaps most
familiar to students, is the
Southwyck Mall. Shaped like an
octopus minus four tentacles,
this center offers the traditional
card shops, restaurants, shoe
stores, jewelry stores and men
and women's apparel shops. The
department stores housed in this
mall are Lion, Montgomery
Ward, and Lion for the Home.
Other features are The Photography Store, the Bagel Place
and eight movie theatres.
Shopping at Southwyck is
pleasant, and relaxing by the
fountain pool in the center of the

mall is an alternative for those
less-than-interested shoppers
that go along just for the ride.
The Toledo Craftman's Show
will be held May 1-4 for anyone
who needs a break from the last
week of classes.
If you find that Southwyck is
not your style, the Franklin
Park Mall projects a classier
image. Having a sort of international flavor to it, you can find
stores as unique as Gulizar's,
Sweet Elegance, The Tame
Dande' Lion, and Crabtree and
Evelyn of London.
The first is a fairly expensive
home of porcelain and crystal,
and the last sells products such
as spices, honies, jellies and
ems, and fragrantly perfumed
iletries and soaps. Franklin
Park may be just the place to
find that unusual gift.
Along more common lines,
this mall contains JC Penney,
Hudson and Jacobson. AMC 8
Theatres is the place to direct
your attention tor a comedy,
romance, or science fiction
movie as the perfect remedy to
an overexercised brain.
Tonight at 7 p.m., a fashion
show by the Gap, a men's and

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Special Summer Programs
Paraons In Paris: 6-weak program
Jury 1-August 13, 1988
Painting, drawing, art History and the liberal arts Pans, and the Oordogne
countryside or Sena. Italy
Fashion In Paris
July 1-July 30,1988
Fashion illustration, * history ol European design and contemporary trends
in French lasnion Slide presentations, museums, studio and retail outlets,
guest lectures

women's clothing store, will be
held. May 2-4 brings "Quilt's
Through a Needle's Eye," an
exhibit of various quilts.
If all this action makes you
hungry, visit "Picnic in the
Park, a cozy area offering diverse foods. A favorite for
many, although dangerous to
the creation of fat cells, is the
famous Cookie Company. On the
more nutritious side, ethnic favorites such as Greek, Mexican,
Italian, Chinese and American
can be ordered.

If down-to-earth is more to
your liking, try North Towne
Square Mall. Its unique zig zag
shape, skylights, wooden
benches, waterfalls, plants and
trees mike for a friendly atmosphere that is aesthetically appealing. It is almost like going to
a park, but at the same time,
being able to get a little shopping out of the way.
Department stores include
Elder Beerman, Lion and Montgomery Ward. Uncommon
stores worth perusing are The

Loading Dock, Dough Board and
Fashion Conspiracy. Now
through Sunday evening an International Festival will be
worth a glance for anyone interested In ethnic food, merchandise or entertainment.
On the East side of the Maumee sits the Woodville Mall. It
was the first enclosed shopping
center in the Toledo area. JC
Penney, Sears, and Elder Beerman are located at the ends.
Despite the mall's antiseptic
feeling, something exciting is

always happening. Today
through Sunday the Antique Farm Equipment Show may
prove intriguing not only to rural citizens hut also to those who
consider themselves city people.
As if this isn't enough, the Air
Force Band will be performing
at 1:30 p.m. on Sunday afternoon. And now that spring is .
here, the Spring Home Show, 1'
May 1-4, may benefit home improvements.
Whatever your style, Toledo
has a mall for you.

its hot pickles, peppers and relishes to supermarkets in five
states. Tony Packo sausages
and hot dog sauce are currently
sold in stores around the Toledo
area.
Nancy passed the secret recipe on to Tony Jr. who manages
the Front Street cafe. A second
Tony Packo's Cafe, much
smaller than the original,
opened about two and a half
years ago at 5827 Monroe Street
In Sylvania. Tony Jr. says the
corporation is still looking for a
workable concept to start a franchise.
According to Bev Hamilton,
the enormous growth of Tony
Packo's within the last three
years, the sleek new corporate
offices above the Front Street
Cafe and an in-house advertising
department, headed by Tony
Jr.'s wife, Linda Packo, are all
rof a recent boom in public-

was asked about his hometown
by an actor portraying a television news reporter.
According to an article published in the July 8,1984 issue of
Toledo Magazine, the script
called for a little local color. In
the article, Farr says he happened to recall a place where he
and his high school friends used
to go to get good hot dogs. The
article says Nancy Packo Horvath has a copy of the script.
"Hey, incidentally, if you re
ever in Toledo, Ohio, on the
Hungarian side of town," the
script reads, "Tony Packo's got
the greatest Hungarian not
dogs. Thirty-five cents...."
Tony Packo's was written
into six other episodes of the hit
comedy series, and has ridden
the subsequent waves of publicity ever since.
On the night of the final episode of "M'A'S'H", Tony

Packo's held a " WAVV
Bash" party and supplied the
food for similar parties across
the nation.

Packo's
n Continued from page 11.
ized that not everyone in the
blue-collar ethnic neighborhood
of Birmingham could afford the
ten-cent sandwich. So for a
nickel, Hamilton says he split
the sausage in half, served it on
a Coney Island sty le hot dog bun
and Just to make it special, he
concocted a tangy chili sauce to
top it off.
It was called the Hungarian
hot dog, despite the fact that it
originated in the New World.
The son of Hungarian immigrants, Tony Packo was bom in
East Toledo in 1908. He worked
in his older brother John's restaurant before opening his own
place on the other side of Consaul Street.
Tony Packo, Jr. says he thinks
his father began his business out
of a basic wanting to serve good
food and drink to nis fellow East
Toledoans. "His tavern was
very plain and simple," he says.
Today Tony Packo's Cafe is
adomed with Tiffany lamps and
decorative antiques. "He didn't
believe in spending extra money
on decorations," Tony Jr. says.
"He would probably say it was
frivolous."
Before his death in 1963, Tony
Packo, Sr. passed the secret
recipe for his mouth-watering
hot dog sauce on to his daughter,
Nancy Horvath Packo. Nancy
currently manages the Tony
Packo Food Co. which markets

Hamilton says the surge of
publicity generated by the longrunning TV show has resulted in
an influx of tourists in recent
years. She says however, that
good food is not the only reason
visitors flock to Tony Packo's.
Since Burt Reynolds inked his
autograph on a hot dog bun in
1972. celebrities visiting Tony
Packo's while in Toledo have
had their signatures preserved
on hot dog buns displayed on the
walls of the restaurant. Among
many buns can be found the
autographs of such notables as
Jimmy Carter, Elke Summer,
Bob Hope, Arthur Fiedler, Scott
Hamilton and, of course, Jamie
Farr.

The mere thought of a Tony
Packo's Hungarian hot dog has
been making Toledoans salivate
like Pavlov's dog for more than
SO years. But, it wasn't until
about 10 years ago that Packo's
received national attention
when it was mentioned on the hit
television series "M'AVH'ty
actor Jamie Farr, a native Toledoan. On Feb. 24, 1976, an episode of "M'A •S'H" aired in
which Farr, playing the mad
medic, Corporal Max Klinger,

Photography In Parts
Jury 1-July 30, 1988
The aesthetics and cratt of photography Lectures, gallery visits and shooting
assignments
Architecture and Design In Paris
July 1- July 30, 1988
European decorative arts and the history ol French architecture Parsons
(acuity and slafl members ol the Musee des Arts Defcoratits

Friday/Dave Keilmeyer
Co-workers of Toledo's Sheller Globe Company enjoy a meal at Tony
Packo's. The men are (clockwise from left) Randy Bode, Mark
Feedback, Ken Ort, Tom Crouch, Gary Fulton and Jim Adams.

Parsons In Italy
June 30- July 29,1988
Contemporary Italian design and Ihe history of Italian architecture Rome.
Florence and Vance
Caramlca and Fiber. In Japan
July 17-August 17,1988
Ceramics libers and Ihe history ol Japanese crafts Cultural background in
Tokyo and Kyoto, and studio experiences at Bunka University (fibers) or the
small village of Into (ceramics)

HISPANIC AWARENESS WEEK

128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN

sponsored by Latino Student Union

FRIDAY, APRIL 25

Fashion In Japan
July 17-Auguat 17,1988
Traditional and contemporary interpretations of classic clothing. Tokyo and
Kyoto Workshops, visits to studios, museums and retail outlets, and presentalons by well-known Japanese designers
Graphic Design In Japan
July 17-August 17,1986
Survey ol contemporary Japanese graphic design and traditional influences
in Tokyo and Kyoto Workshops, gallery and studio visits and presentations

4 PACK
ONLY

Parsons at Laka Placid
June 29-August 8,1986
One and two-week workshops m ceramics, metals, surface design, fibers
and pnntmaking A small upper NY state village-and ultra-modern Center
tor Ihe Arts—with a long artistic history.
Bank Stieet/Parsons
Juna 30- July 30,1986
A foint three-summer Master's degree program with the prestigious Bank
Street College of Education The curriculum examines educational supervision and administration with a visual arts locus
Collage In New York
Juna 23- July 24,1986
Full-time study in a specified art and design area Drawing, panting. communication design, photography, environmental design, illustration, fashion
illustration or lashion design
Pre-College In New Vbrfc
Juna 23- July 24,1988
A lull time opportunity For high school students considering college majors
m drawing, painting, communication design, photography, environmental
design, illustration, tashion illustration, lashion merchandising or lashion
design Introduction to art and design also available
Pre-College In France
Jury 16-August 13,1986
High school students of artistic promise visit Pans and the Oordogne region
College level drawing, painting and prehistoric archaeology
Pre-College In Greece
August, 1986
Promising high school students are introduced to ancient Greek culture Intensive drawing and panting profscts in Athens, the Petopponese and the
Greek Islands Focus also includes Greek art and architecture
All loreign programs include air transportation, land transfers and accommodations Dormitory arrangements lor New "ibrk programs—and hotel
lodgings lor Lake Placid—are avalable Selected programs are offered with
undergraduate credit, graduate credit and non-credit options For additional
information. please return the coupon below or can Mj 2) 741-8975.

Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue. New York, NY 10011
Please send me information on the following
special summer programs:
D Parsons/Pans
D Fashion/Paris
□ Photography/Paris
D Archrtecture/Pari6
□ Parsons/Italy
D Ceramics/Fibers/Japan
□ Fashion/Japan
Q Graphic Design/Japan

D
D
Q
D
D
D
D

Parsons/West Africa
Parsons/Lake Placid
Bank Street/Parsons
College/New York
Pre-College/New "fork
Pre-CoHege/France
PreCrtlege/Greece

SO 99

9.

Parsons In West Africa
July 6-August 2,1986
Ceramics libers, metalsmithing. photography, archaeology or traditional
Alncan art and architecture The Ivory Coast and/or Mali (8/6-8/25'86)

22. 50

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
• l & 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Apartments, houses,
duplexes
• Bargain rates
• Very close to campus
• Summer Leases Available
• Student Consumer Union
Lease

Name _
Address
City

..State .

-Zip-

328 8. MAIN

Student Panel Discussion — "Race Relations"
2:30-4:00 p.m. Capital Room, Union
A Night at the Theater
Attend BGSU Theater Production of
•'Westside Story" as a guest of Latino Student Union.
Limited free tickets available. See Latino Student
Union's ad in the BG News for details.

SATURDAY, APRIL 26

10 PACK
$

-;

352-5620

A Day at the Art Museum—Diego Rivera Exhibit
Detroit, Michigan 10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Departure A Arrival — Union Oval
Free transportation provided for the first 13 students to
make reservations by calling The Office of Minority
Affairs at 372-2642
Recognition A Alumni Banquet
5:30-8:30 p.m. Towers Inn Restaurant, McDonald
Quad
By invitation only
"Come Dance to Latin Rhythms"
Music by Serengue
9:00 p.m.-Midnight Senior Citizens Building
305 N. Main Bowling Green, OH
Donations Accepted OPEN TO ALL

Derby
infield
Party!
headband and two
wristbands with every
paid infield admission.
Join us Saturday, May 3,
in Louisville for the 1986
Kentucky Derby. Gates
open at 8:00 am. Infield
admission is $20.00 per
person.
I IM6 Churcrwi Down, Incorporated
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Zoo offers animal attractions Blues bands
featured
by Susie Zapct
Friday reporter

Northwest Ohio's own corner
of Africa's Serengeti awaits.
Where? The Toledo Zoo, 30 minutes north of Bowling Green, a
wonderful place visit.
At the zoo, the East African
Exhibit was introduced this
spring. The exhibit offers a
chance to experience the culture
of East Africans, as well as the
wildlife which surrounds them.
There are also costumes available for children to dress in.

The Diversity of Life Exhibit,
instrumented in the fall of 1964,
features microscopes for people
to examine butterflies, snakes
and various other creatures.
"It's a hands-on exhibit, we won
an award nationally for it," said
Betsy Warner, director of public
information at the Toledo Zoo.
One of the many upcoming
special events at the zoo is the
"Hippoquarium." One can get
an above and below water view
of crocodiles and hippos through
this apparatus. The purpose of
the exhibit is to show these animals in their natural habitat
Friday/Susie Zapet
At the East African Exhibit at the Toledo Zoo, Dorthy Zaper reads a display about the history of East
African Culture.

\

Heart
Healthy
Recipe
PIZZA

BROTHERS, inc.

CARROTS DELUXE
6 medium carrots, pared in thin
strips
1 tablespoon margarine
1 tablespoon chopped chives
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 tablespoons water
Melt margarine in a saucepan;
add lemon juice.

1FREE
GARLIC BREAD
with any
purchase of
$5 or more

352-8408
!FREE DELIVERY

PI22A

BROTHERS, inc

PARTY PIZZA
Only *9.99
for 30 slice
dish pizza.
One item only!

352-8408
FREE DELIVERY

(Not good with any other offer) BG

(Not good with any other offer) BG

Question: What
do"Crossroads" by Cream,
"Lemon Song" by Led Zeppelin, "Not Fade Away" by the
Rolling Stones and "Hand
Jive" Dy George Thoroughgood have in common?
Answer: None of these artists wrote the songs mentioned, although they
recorded well-known versions.
All those songs were written by blues musicians.
Howards Club H, 210 N.
Main, features blues bands
fairly often, always without a
cover charge.
John Davis, assistant manager of Howards, said blues is
making a resurgence, with
many popular bands returning to a rhythym and blues
style.
Jeff Uhlman, owner/manager of Howards, said the
former owner, had connections to bring in big-name
blues artiste like Willie
Dixon. However, Howard had
to charge a cover fee, which
Uhlman said he doesn't like to
do.
Last year, Uhlman and Davis went to Chicago to look for
blues artists. They found Eddie Shaw playing in a small
bar, and went to talk to him
after the show.
Davis said Shaw, a performer with 20 years of experience, agreed to play at
Howards without a cover
charge.

Davis and Uhlman agreed
Shaw and his band had been
one of the most energetic and
popular acts to play at Howards in a long time.
"Eddie puts on an upbeat
show. He starts out dynamic,
then after he has the crowd
going, he does some slow
blues. Then he livens up
again," Uhlman said.
Uhlman said he prefers to
bring in blues and rock bands.
"We like to stick with good
solid rock bands. If you want
to hear Top 40 or pop, you can
sit in your car and listen to
the radio. We want to offer an
alternative," Uhlman said.
Uhlman and Davis agree
that a college crowd would
Grobably not respond to tradional acoustic blues. But
they say, electric blues is
more lively and better suited
to a bar atmosphere.

Uhlman said, "Most rock
music is based on old blues.
Chuck Berry played blues
chords at a faster tempo than
anyone else. That's where
rock music came from. We
just want to stick to basics."
Uhlman doesn't expect to
make any major changes in
the type of live music brought
to Howards after the drinking
age is raised to 21.
"We might try to bring in
some big blues/rock names,
and weed out the lesserknown bands, but I don't
think we'll change much,"
Uhlman said.

PIZZA Dinner for Two \
BROTHERS, inc 1 Small Foldover Pizza I

"~r»~r~"

1 Girtc Bread
2 Cans of Pepsi

352-8408 N0**6-50"""0 |
FREE DELIVERY
Expires 5/7/86

Expires 5/7/86

Expires 5/7/86

,

Arrange carrots in layers in a baking dish.
Between each layer pour in the
lemon juice and margarine mixture
and sprinkle with chives and parsley. Add the water.
Cover and bake at 350°F until
the carrots are tender, about 50
minutes.
Yield: 4 servings
Approx. cal'serv: 60

Another exciting attraction at
the zoo is the arrival of Steve
Martin, "Not the wild and crazy
one," says Warner, "But the
exotic one." Martin is a professional bird of prey trainer. He's
appeared on various television
shows, including "The Tonight
Show," "P.M! Magazine,"
"Fantasy Island" and "Captain
Kangaroo." Martin was responsible for training Barretta's
cockatoo.
The Toledo Zoo is open seven
days a week from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Adult admission is $2.50.

by Ron Coulter
Friday reporter

(Not good with any other offer) BG /

Planning a
graduation party?

Call the

(■©) ••
Deli

352-4683

WHAT:
* LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
CHAMPION
FIRST LIGHT
GENERRA PANTERA
BAND FROM UNCLE

• REFRESHMENTS AND FOOD

WHEN:
• APRIL 26, 1986
12 NOON - 2 A.M.

WHERE:
• INTRAMURAL FIELD
WEST OF THE STADIUM ON MERCER ROAD

ADMISSION:
* $1.00 AT THE GATE
PICTURE ID REQUIRED

Spkmqfat'SQ,

1096 N. Main, B.G.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Apartments Available for
Summer and Fall
321 E. Marry (near the Towers)
2 BR—Furnished
707 A 711 Third St.
1 BR—Unfurnished
Furnished
715 & 719 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
723 & 727 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
Unfurnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR—Furnished
840-850 Sixth St.
2 BR—Furnished
2 Baths
Forest Apt*.—S. College and Napoleon
2 BR—Furnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished
435 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished

John Newlove Real Estate
For more details, call
354-2260 or 352-6553
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Show halls suit varied audiences
by Tracey Batdorf
Friday staff reporter

Since there are three major show
halls - Centennial Hall, the Sports
Arena and the Masonic Auditorium - in
Toledo, one would think that they would
be competing for audiences and for
shows.
Not so, said Michele Ross, associate
director and box office manager of
Centennial Hall. "We are not vying for
each other's business," she said. 'Because we are three totally different
facilities."
Ross said they are different in that
Centennial Hall is a more of a "family"
hall, while the Masonic Auditorium is
geared more toward "the symphony"
and the Sports Arena is able to hold
such events as the circus and ice
shows.
Penny Marks, assistant manager of
Masonic Auditorium, said thai she
Xees. "We are each able to present
erent types of shows," she said.
Marks said that they "help" one another. "If we don't do a certain type of
show, or we feel the audience seating

isn't appropriate, we may funnel it
over to one of the other halls," she said.
However, Gary Wyse, manager of
the Sports Arena, said, "There is definitely without question competition for
the same shows."
Centennial Hall seats 19.818. Two
types of seats are available: 9,662
end-stage," seating from the front
angle and 10,156 "round," seating from
all other angles, Ross said.
The Firm, the "Radioactive" remnants of several supergroups, will be
play at Centennial Hall on the University of Toledo campus on May 3. Tickets are $15.50, Ross said. "We're
expecting a sold-out show," she said.
"There is not a lot scheduled in the
form of concerts," Ross said. She said
that the summers at Centennial Hall
are reserved for basketball sport
camps for elementary school students.
Ross explained that there are two
camps, one in which the students may
"commute" to the camp, or they can
reside at the dorms on the Toledo
campus.
"They spend a week learning basketball skills and listening to different

"We (the directors of
the halls) are not vying
for each other's
business, because we
are three totally
different facilities."
—Michele Ross
speakers," Ross said. She said she
expects 150-250 students this summer.
Ross said that because the hall is
student supported, there is an obligation to the community to do "reference
checks" on upcoming acts.
"We tend to restrict shows that are
known to cause stampedes," she said.
One of these restrictions Ross said, is
heavy metal acts.
In the past, Kenny Rogers, Lionel
Ritchie, Diana Ross and ZZ Top have
played at Centennial Hall.

To get to Centennial Hall, take 1-75 to
475 west to the Douglas Road exit. Turn
left on Douglas Road, and right on
University HW Blvd.
A hall that is mostly "symphony"
oriented is the Masonic Auditorium,
on4645 Heatherdowns. Marks said that
the auditorium is a tri-complex that
includes the private Temple, the Great
Hall which seats just under 1,000,
where, she said wedding receptions
and banquets are held, and of course,
the 2,500 seat auditorium.
Marks said that future auditorium
shows include The Toldeo Opera, "The
Pirates of Penzance," May 3; Doug
Henning, magician, May 4: Barber
Shop Concert, May 16-17; Robert "Addicted to Love," Palmer, May 18. and
Burton Cummings (formerly ot the
Guess Who), May 23.
In June, Marks said, the auditorium
is usually reserved for high school and
college commencements.
Marks describes the Masonic Auditorium as classy. "We try to appeal to a

middle-of-the-road audience - not too
much rock 'n' roll," she said. "We have
more family-oriented entertainment."
To get to the auditorium, take 1-75 to
475 west to the Anthony Wayne Trail j
exit into Maumee. Turn left on Conant
Street, take it to Heatherdowns, and :
turn right.
The Sports Arena seats approximately 7,500, Wyse said. He describes
the arena as "entertaining." "We are a
multi-purpose arena, but we sponsor
mainly sporting events," Wyse said.
The sporting events that have been
sponsored in the past are close-circuit
boxing televised from Las Vegas, indoor soccer, Toledo Goaldigger Hockey
and the Globetrotters. Wyse said.
Other events have included truck pulls,
trade shows and conventions.
Upcoming events include the Shrine
Circus April 30-May 3; Aerosmith and
Ted Nugent, May 6; and the International Festival on May 16-18, according
to Wyse.
To get to the Sports Arena, take 1-75
north to Route 24. Take Erie Street to
Cherry Street to 1 Main St.

WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS

WE-NESS — CONCERN FOR OTHERS,
FRIENDLINESS,
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS!!!
These people have been selected as recipients
of the prestigious "We-Ness" Awards. Their kindness
and helpfulness toward students has been noticed
and Is appreciated. Many thanks to them. Their effort
single them out, and they are to be highly commended.

VOLUNTEERS WHO CARE

• RICHARD J.HEBEIN

Will you be in Bowling Green this summer?
So you need something extra to do?

j^

BE A PRE-REG
VOLUNTEER

•MAHNEA.CONIBEAR
fjsrtsfci in

**►

Opportunities Include:
• Greeting New Students
• Giving Tours
• Leading Discussions

1 Free Meal for Each Day Worked
Sign up by Wed. June 4 In 405 Student Services

• GEORGE R.H0RT0N

• SICSIC

M.Cdk*riT«i

SKMSfkMGmp

• LEON A C. JULIEN

• LARRY D.WILLS
AMMMMDHI

taodittPnt..Uic«ia

Catl. Goat N Boa

• ROMAN G.CAREK

• KATESHAFER

UnOm, CwwdsttW Dm. Cum

CoiPUNi

• JOHNJ.BUCKENMYER

• DONALD D.C0PPES

DhcMr.tMmlqBoobWn

m

• KMCHICKEY
UMMstflbMMi

CONGRATULATIONS-KEEP UP THE
GOOD WORK!!!

Apple puts the
fim rack into student
demonstrations.

The "We-Ness" Committee
WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS

OX

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY
KEEP COOL FOR THE SUMMER

— Free Air Conditioning
— Two Pools
— All utilities paid for
all new summer only
leases

All you have to do is march
yourself down to your campus
microcomputer center before May
15th and spend five tun-packed
minutes letting us demonstrate how
a Macintosh" computer can make
life much more pleasant for you.
In return, we'll enter your name
into a drawing where one very
lucky person on campus will win the
grand prize of five hundred dollars.
That's $500. Cash. American. To

spend on your education, or something really worthwhile.
And, for those of you with the
average amount of luck, there are
free Apple" painter's caps for everyone who comes in and learns how
a Macintosh can help
you work better, faster,
and smarter.
It's one demonstration that could
change your life.

Computer Services, Room 104 Hayes
Vi/wrim-MHWMn JS,^wi<jytf>r/»7:»iM/i/wrt»^itfMlrtA*«iJ*«i/K>™^
tmnmiiteil
Ktflmltn MktlprmluiHr»umheriJn,lrK.ulMhlmilnii uHprKemwhriminliil ttitfiri:riinimnijtoim<lh\ minfufftMtml
emei(*t'<*m -MKoHOllif.to.MB In, /'»(> U Hlummmt Hal Outfit*' U7 i«/> c ;<«6.tyrftf«Matr/»i■ A/fk ami tr A/ft tfn on
nyntmllra^markiAffkOxiiiul^hi, Hauling i. a tnttoiiart^ .Wntrfilnl»rnliin In, ami is Imm wnl Mil.' u> cypnm/fmHstm VmtHat
IBIUL^UIU inuriimiims mkn*itnfvttr,nu,T

Summer Rates ^ .? ^ '
1 Bedroom
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$200.00/month
$275.00/month
$300.00/month

Locations at Palmar Ava., Napoleon Rd., S. Summit St.
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included
• On site management
• Full-time maintenance
• Swimming pools at all locations

*New for Fall Bb/fRU STUDENT EXPRESS TOKENS
N
PROVIDED FOR TENANTS
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
9-6 Weekdays, Sat. 10-3
eves by appointment

CHECK
OUT
CHECKOUT
OUR MANY

FALCON HOUSE
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NEW RELEASES

1

both Beta
and VHS
Tapes
.

«» ARRIVALS:

Check out our
Hot Spring Selection
of JAMS, swlmwoar
and word-out g*ar.

with rental of
any two movies!
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THE COPY SHOP
117 E. Court St.
352-4068
"Printing means Quality"
Complete Typesetting Service
Professional work at reasonable prices
- Experienced staff to assist you.
* Serving the area for over 8 years.

Hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Mon-Fri

